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IKTRODUCTION
PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE
Never before in the history of the world has there been such a
strong possibility that all that man has gained through the eaeploration
of science and the arts could be lost within a few minutes of time. The
typical twentieth-century man has given himself- ^his time, his talents,
and his energy, to the gaining of material benefits. All that many
people hold as valuable could be lost sud<^nly through nuclear destruc
tion, la spite of the �set that the world has turned to finding its security
in materialiam, there are those who are keenly aware that noan today
is seeking for something which he does net know how to find. These
people who sense the need of their fellowmen are called "The salt of
the earth" and "The light of the world. They are the sons of God.
They are responsible for sharlof their faith and their Saviour, Jesus
Christ, with the rest of ttw world, and this must be done quickly.
Christians must rise up everywhere and take the gospel to all men.
Matthew 5:13-14 (King James Version)
2John 1:12, Romans S:14, Galatians 4:7, Fhilippians 2:15 and
I John 3:1.
2I. PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The porpooe of this stud/ is to reveel the great need there is at
this time, and increasiagly in the fatare, to evangelise the world, and
to present workable methods whereby a segment of people can be
reached for Christ through the establishment of new evangelical
churches in America's suburban communities.
Importance of the Study
The present study finds its justification ia the fact that a grant
percentage of the people of the world have never received Christ as
Saviour, and many of these people are Ibund in the modern suburbs of
America. With the rapidly increasing rise of population and a lack of
the availability of land for living units in the downtown areas of our
large cities of America, even a greater percentage of people will be
living in the suburbs in the coming years. Christians must begin new
churches in these suburban areas while the doors of importunity are
open.
Defiattioa of the Study
This study involves certain limitations. It will be seen that due
3to � wid� diff�r�iie� of methods and philosophy advoeatod hy loading
denominational ehnrch extension experts, a complete presentation ol
all their dilfering concepts conld not be made. Because of the many
af^reaches used to begin new suburban churches it would also be
difficult to find the ideal method; thus, this investigation will present
several methods used by denominations which have been successful in
the past. The title of this study reveals the most prominent limitation,
that being that this is a study of beginning new churches, these churches
being suburban churches.
The use of the term suburban limits this study to those residential
districts on the outskirts ol any larger city, whether they be incorporated
within the city limits or outside city boundaries.
The word evangelical is used to refer to those churches which
affirm that:
. . . Salvation from sin is obtained through the grace of God,
not that it is earned by good works or given because ofmerit
on the part of man. It sets forth the basic Christian doctrines,
such as: the Trinity, the deity of Christ, the personality of
the Holy Spirit, the plenary inspiration ol the Scripture,
miracles, the substitutionary or vicarious sulforing and death
ol Christ as an atonement for the sins of his people, his
resurrection from the grave, his ascension into heaven, his
personal and glorious coming again, the resurrection and
ja^ment of all men, heaven and hell. ^
^L<oraine Boettner, "Evangelical** Bakers Dictionary of Theology,
Everett F. Harrison, editor-in-chief (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker
Book House, I960), p. 200.
4U. PROCEDURE
OrgAatKatton of th< Stady
Tho procedure which will be used ia order to present a clear
understanding of beginning churches in new suburban areas will pro
gress as lelloura: The first chapter will reveal the need for establishing
new evangelical churches. Chapter II will outline the methods for locating
a promising neighborhood, �s the third chapter the prinei|^es for select
ing an ideal building site are set forth. Following this there is a chapter
which shows the different methods which have been used to begin churches
and the importance of a qualified pastor to direct the beginning program
of thtt church. Chapter V will outline some of the important considerations
of the building and finance committees. The eonduding chapter will
summarise the material presented in the bodf of the study, and from
this, observations will be made concerning this subject.
The Sources of Data and Method of Procedure
Because of the limited number to up-to-date books written on
the subject of church extension, a questioimaire^ was prepared and
sent to church extension leaders of many different denominations.
Appendix.
5A total ol twonty*�ight letters were received as well as an abuadance
ol booklets and aaimeographed material with these letters. It was Irom
these soarees that the most helplul information was received. Even
thongh there is a strong possibility that some ol these charch extension
leaders would not be classilied as "evangelical" in their �aith� no
attempt has been made to discern what relationship there might be
between their theology and their church extension philosophy. The
methods and ju^fmeats of these men as church extension authorities
were considered objectively, and whenever practical, were presented
to help provide a clear picture of the best ways of beginning evangelical
churches. Even though the material from these letters and other
materials sent by the chwrch extension authorities were the primary
sources used in this study, a number el articles in periodicals and
books were used as valuable sources also.
CHAPTER I
THE PRESENT NEED FOR ESTABLISHING
NEW EVANGELICAL CHURCHES
WMl* realising th� need for new chnrchos in every segment of
Amerien's population, the need for beginning ehnrehes in the new
suburbs is pressing and urgent. The material in this chapter will be
limited to eiqpressing the challenge to evangelise these new sidt�urbs
by CfHnsidering! (1) the direct command of Christ in His Great
Commission^ (2) the population trends in the United States^ (3) the
truth about church membership} and H) the crisis of morals in America.
L THE COMMAND OF CHRBT TO EVANGELIZE THE WORLD
The most fundamental and challenging reason for establishing
evangelical ehurehes in our growing suburban communities is the
command of Christ given in the Great Commission to all His disciples.
With the commission Christ gave the promise of power and the declara
tion that harvest time is always present. His words are clear and
foreefiU:
All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye
therefore, and teach aU nations, baptiaing them in the
name ol the Father, and ol the Son. and of the Holy Ghost;
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have
7eemmanded yeuj and, lo, I am with you alway, oven unto the
end of the world. ^
But ye ehall receive power alter that the Holy Ghost is come
upon you: and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem
and all Judeiiu and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part
of the earth.
Lift up your eyes and look on the fieldsj for they are white
already to harvest.
America's Importance in Svangelising the World
Few Chriatians realise tkm importance of America in the
reaching of the world lor Christ. The urgent call that was issued at
the national Association for Kvangelieals Convention in Chicago in
AprU el 1958, by Dr. Jared F. Gerig, "Wo must save America to save
the world, "^ needs to be considered as a cry ol challenge to total
dedication to the call ol Christ. In the same address Or. Gerig related
the aketch of history revealing the movement of the centers of
missioaary outreach.
The center of missionary enterprise and spiritual endeavor
gradually moved westward from Jerusalem to Antioch in Syria.
Acts 1:8 (King James Version).
^John 4:35b (King James Version).
"^Dr. Jared F. Gerig, "America. Our Judea" (paper presented at
the NAE Convention. Chicago. April, 1958) Dr. Gerlg at this time was
chairman of the Commission on Evangelism and Church Extension of the
NAE. (mimeographed, page 6).
8to �ph��us, to Romo, to Gormany and England, and finally to
America. For the laat aeventy*five years the outflow of life
and support which has originated in America has been unequalled
in the history of the church.
Follow the pathway of history once again. In the great cause
of missions and evangelism Jeruaalem can be written off the list.
Antioch is gone; Ephesus is lost; Rome is bound; Germany and
Central Europe are broken; England is spiritually decadent.
America remains as the modern end oi the age bulwark to carry
on in the great cause of evangelising the race.
New churches mean new resources from which the great
world-wide missionary movement can draw. There will be an in
creasing need lor missionaries as the world population gains momen
tum each year. United Nations' population experts predict that the
world peculation will be 6 billion by the year 2009 A. D. as compared
with 2, 3S7, 900, 000 in 1958. It has been reported in World Conquest
that, "Today there are 400 million more on earth who have not been
reached with the gospel than there was a generation ago. " The report
then continues to say: **U is estimated that during the last generation
alone 750 millloa souls went into eternity who had never heard a word
about Christ and His salvation. In the same letter which gave the
^feid. , p. 2.
^I4itter from Virgil A. Mitchell, Executive Secretary ol Church
Extension and Evangelism lor the Wesleyan Methodist Church of
America, Box 2000, Marion, Indiana, April. 1958.
9source for those facts, a statamout by Ralph M. Riggs summarises
the simple condusioa as to why we need to build new churches.
The best way to gird ourselves for victorious service on the
foreign field is to strengthen the home base. More churches
iMre mean more money with which to support the missionary
program, more young men and young women for our Bible
echools and missionaries for the honoe and foreign fields. We. . .
can multiply ourselves faster, can perpetuate ourselves longer,
can lengthen our shadow and intensify our impact upon the forces
of darkness and upon the age in which we live by opening new
churches all the time in every district.
U. POPULATION TRENDS
With the words of Jesus gripping the hearts of loving and loyal
followers of His today, the evangelical churches must study the
population trends in order to plan Biblical strategy geared to the
present age.
Since the paaaing of the Quota Immigration Act of 1924 and
other fdlowing legislation, there has been a relatively insignificant
number of persons migrating to the shores of the United States from
foreign countries. The total number of persons coming to our
country to become citisens from other nations has usually been about
200,990 per year. There have been, however, very significant
popdation movements within our country by our basic American people.
Tftld.
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The Weatward Movement of Oar Popolation
The moat noticeable migratory movementa of peraons within the
United Statea is the constant shifting of the population center westsn&rd.
Since 1790 this center has moved about 600 miles westward to the
present location in Southeastern Illinois. Between the years 1S90 and
1940 this movement was quite slow; however, between the years 1940
and 19 SO this trend was as great as many of the decades of the
nineteenth century.
The most rapidly growing sector of the United States, according
to the cenaus of 19S0 to January 1, 1956, was the Pacifie States, and
at the same time many of the New England and South Central States
decreased or only increased yery slightly. This reflected the west-
8
ward movement of our nation's pec^le.
The Movement from the Rural Communities to the Cities
The po^tlatien movement from the rural areas to cities has
been growing since the beginning of the nineteenth century. The use of
machinery has made it possible for fewer and fewer people to produce
more and more of the nation's food supply! thus farm families still are
^New Churches for a New America (Wheaton, Illinois: Evangelism
nad Church Extension Commission of the NAE, 222 East Willow Avenue),
p. 5-6.
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conUatting to move to the cities and subnrbs to find emftloyment. The
�lrst census taken in the United States in 1790 showed that about five
per cent of the people lived in the cities. By 1920 the percentage of
urban dwellers had increased to above fifty per cent of the total
population. Today about two -thirds of our population is urbanised.
Of the remaining one -third of the population classified as rural only
13. S% (in 1954) ^irare classified as living in the rural farm population,
a
and it is estimated that by 1975 only 6. 8% wiU be living on fsrms.
'
In 1790 there were only two cities in the United States with a
population of more than 25, 000 people, but in 1950 over 61, 000, 000
persons lived in cities of 25,000 or over. At this time more
people live in twenty -four metropolitan areas than lived in all the
urbanised areas in l^ZO.^^ It is estimated that within ten years three -
fourths of the cowatry's population will be concentrated within one-
tenth of the land area.^^ In the future it is believed that the population
of the United States will be concentrated heavily within seventeen
^ftld. , p. 7.
^^Robert Spike, Safe in Bondage. (Nashville: Southern Baptist
Convention).
^Lyle �. Sehaller, "Population Explosions Challenge the Church, "
Church Management, XXXCZI (January, 1961), p. 17.
^^Ibid. . p. 16.
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industrial and residantial sections.
An illustration of the tremendous growth of urban areas is the
city of Portland* Oregon. This city which has a metropolitan population
of over 700, 000 is expected to grow to over 1, 000. 000 by 1975. The
Detroit. Michigan, area is another city which anticipates a great growth.
City planners expect the three and one -half million population to soar
to five miUion by 1970.^*
The Movement From the City to the Outerfringes or Suburban Areas
Since 1926 there has also been a shiftiag of pec^le from the
cities to the outlying areas, or "rural fringes" of larger cities, Even
thoi^h the metroj^litan areas have continued to increase, the suburban
16
areas have increased more rapidly proportionately,
Betuwen 1934 and 1954 suburbs grew by seventy-five percent
^^Marlo N. Berger, '5teps in Opening a New Mission Church"
(1426 Knott Building, Dayton 2, Ohio: Division of Home Missions and
Church Extension of the Evangelical Uiaited Brethren Church), p. 1,
(Mimeographed. )
^^"Notes on Seminar on Church Planning" (Conducted at the
Western Evangelical Seminnry, Portland, Oregon, under the sponsorship
of NAE, October 13, 1958 ), p. I. (Mimeographed. )
^^Chiurch Extension, A booklet prepared by the Assemblies of
God Church (Springfield, Missouri), no date nor numbered pages.
Churches for a New America, ey. eit. , p. 8.
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wtiiUi the total popolatioa grew by 15%*^' Phoeaiat, Arisona� ia a eity
which increaaed from 106, 818 ia 1950 to 430,459 ia I960 aad took ia aa
18
area six times its 1950 siae. In 1958 the suburban f�^pulation of
America was 45 million, and it is estimated by 1975 this number will
rise to nearly 84 million. This alone will coastitute a need for
19
100,000 new suburban churches by 1975.
Dr. George A. Fallon, President of the Methodist Council of
Evangelism, states:
... if the Methodist Church is to keep pace with the population
increase, it will have to build at least one new church a day
for the next 20 years or a total of 7, 300 new churches.
Using the present number of established Protestants and consider
ing their growth to be constant in the future years, there will be
38 1/2 million more Protestants then. The average Protestant
charch has 328 members; thus a minimum of 100, 000 new churches
will be needed to accomodate the population increase.
The Mobility of the General Population
Each year between 15% aad 25% of the total population changes
* 'Spike, op. cit. , p. 31.
^'SchaUeri, o�. cit., p� 16.
19Gcrig, o�. cit. , p. 5.
2�i.etter from Mitchel, op. cit. , p. 2.
^^challer, 0�. cit. , p. 17.
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adresstts and <mly ona-haU to two-thirda mova to a difforant honne in
tha aame eoonty. Taking aneh facts into consideration the late
Dr. I.ouis Wirth, well-known sociologist, thought that the best forna
of church architecture for this age would be the tent.
The Projected Population
In 1958 there were 12,000 babies born ia the United States every
day. 2^ According to the United States Deiwrtment of Commerce, an
immigrant enters America every two minutes. Taking into account the
anticipated death rate ti�ere will be 220,000,000 people in the United
States in 1975. If the population graph is uninterrupted by 2050 A. D.
there will be one billion people to walk the face of our country. ^5
A large percentage of these people will make their homes in the rapidly
growing suburbs.
What do the pis^^ation trends mean to evangelical Christians?
It certaialy should cause them to focus major attention in evangelistic
efforts to the urban and suburban areas, yet not neglect the rural areas.
3t2|>faw Churches lor a New Annerica, op, dt. , p. 9.
23lbid. , p. 14,
24"Notes on Seminar on Church Planning, " 0�. cl|., p. 4.
^*L. W. Northrup. "One BiUion Souls, " The Free Methodist,
LXLIU {February 9. I960), p, 5.
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Evangelical Chriatians need to rise up all over America now and not
allow the past problems to interfere with present and future progress.
Many times in the past, ignorance of the opportunity of beginning churches
kept evangelicals from expanding. Even today very few are aware of the
urgent present need of establishing new churches. Too often city plan
ning groups controlled by liberal theologians have interfered with evan
gelical churches which have wanted to begin churches in certain areas of
Id
cities and suburbs. Every possible means should be used to help the
evangelical churches to take an o^nsive position in the conquest for
the souls of men, so that the Great Commission will begin again to be
infilled in such a way as Christ intended.
in. THE TRUTH ABOUT CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
By taking a quick glance at church membership statistics, it
appears that America ia growing closer to a spiritual Utopia every
year. K. S. Latourette has given some very interesting facts about
clmrek membership.
So far as filgures can be had, at the time the thirteen colonies
became the United States, church members were only about
five in one hundred of the population. By 1800 the population
^^"Notes on Seminar on Church Planning, eit. , p. 2.
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bad risen to about seven in one -hundred, by 1850 to fifteen
in one -hundred, by 1900 to about fifty-seven in one -hundred.
28
2n 1959, 63. 4% of the peoftle belonged to a ehuroh or synagogue.
I^oofciag at these figures from another position, however, it has
been shown that only one -third of all Americans claim Protestant member
ship, and of these 32% never attend church and 43% attend only occasionally
en special days such as Christmas and Easter. It is easy to conclude
that at least 75% of professing Protestants are not active in ehiurch work.
A survey taken in twenty-four states in what is considered the
"Bible Belt" revealed that only 30 to 35% of the people made a religious
I�roisssion. A Gallup pell taken in 1956 indicated a drop in church
attendance of 4% (or 2, 100, 000) in the United States.
'^^ Or. Gerig has
pointed out that "only approximately 8% of the population is in the
Sunday morning worship at any one time, and only 2% at night. The
majority of churches made no excuses for not having a mid-week prayer
service any longer. "^^ Or. Elliott Fisher, a Methodist Home Missions
^^New Churches for a New America, op. cit. , p. 17, qwstation
from K.8. Latourette. Challenge and Conformity (New Torkt Harper,
1955), p. 70.
^�"U.S. Church Membership Soars to All-time High, " The Free
Methodiat, LXLIU (November 8, I960), p. 10. (figures from the 1961
Ye*rbo^ of American Churches published by the National Council of
Churches)
"Church Extension. " 0�. cit.
3� "Revival in Brick and Mortar, " Christian IJLfe, XIX (February,
1958), p. 9.
^kierig, cit. , p. 3.
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authority, baliovea that there are more than 60,000,000 people in
32America not being served by any church.
To farther illustrate the incompatability of the idea that increased
church membership means a more spiritual America, it should be
noticed that the crime rate In the United States has increased four times
33faster than our population since 19S0. Today America is at the
croaeroads. What is her dilemma?
IV. THE AMERICAN CRISIS
The increase in crime is not the only barometer to reveal that
conditions may be right for a moral tornado of destructicHS of all
that Americans have known as good.
Looking into the past it has been noticed that I, 000 of the 1,860
institutions of higher learning in the United States were founded by
evangelicals. Today not more than forty uphold the evangelical
position. Enrolled in these forty schools are 12,000 students as com
pared to the 3, 000, 000 in the other schools. There are about 600
^^Ibid. (Note: The investigator acknowledges that the statistics
quoted concerning church attendance do not agree with some other re
ports made in recent years.)
33
Letter from Mitchell, jOg. cit. , p. 1.
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evangelical profassors in these forty schools while many of the l&rge
universities boast of as noany as 1, 000 professors in each of their
schools. The other levels of education are similar in their basic
approach to education. This is certainly not concluding that all teachers
in schools not evangelical in emphasis are not Christians. These figures
have been given merely to show that secularism has taken over our
educational system and left us ''education without ethics, training without
truth, facts without faith, books without the Bible, and schools without
the Saviour.
As astounding as it may seem, 10, 000, 000 love and adventure
story magasines, 10. 000, 000 movie magasines and 90, 000, 000 adven*
ture comic books are sold every month in America. Besides this the
movie and television world add little good to the minds and spirits of
the people of this great nation. The morals of the country reflect the
3S
e^ct of these influences in our culture.
'
Crime rates are constantly increasing. There are 443,057 legal
outlets fsr liquor and beer as compared to 305,449 churches of all
faiths. One -third of the people drink alcoholic beverages and three
34
Oerig. o�. cit. , p. 4,
35
H>id.
19
times mors money is spent nnntwlly for slcohol than aU religions
purposes. One out of every three or four marriages
ends in divorce.
36
and one of every eight babies is born out of wedlock.
When a nation begins to lose its moral and spiritual fibre as
America has, it becomes easy prey to the pertt of the world Commu
nist menace and any other influence contrary te the truth
that is la
Christ Jesus. Svaagelieals kaow that the only answer to this American
crisis is a return to Christ In the heart, tho honae. aad ia every
aveaue
of liviag.
^felbid. , p. 4-5.
CHAPTER U
SELECTING THE NEIGHBORH(X)D
A new suburbna church mutt bugin in the hearts of one or several
persons who are strongly convinced by the Holy Spirit that the naodern
suburbs of today and the years to come must be reached for Christ
through Bible -practicing, evangelistic churches. God's call is always
one of urgency. The time to evangelise is when the vision is clear.
The harvest is now plenteous I
This chapter presents the methods of conducting a survey of a
community in order to determine the advisability of beginning a new
church in that certain area.
Beginning Strategy
The beginnil^( of noany churches within a suburban community has
been when a pastor, an interested layman or group of persons took some
time to drive from suburb to suburb taking note of the selwols already
constructed or under construction, the shopping centers, the churches,
the type aad value of homes and how rapidly these homes were being
built, the sine of the building lots, the topographical, industrial aad
other Y^rrimf of the neighborhood.
21
In many Instance s the first promising area may not be the best
one when studied more thoroughly. Then again, what one denomination
would consider a "poor risk" community, another denomination would
Had to be the place to build a thriving work. This, of course, is due
to the varying emphases and program of each church. In order to
justify beginning a new church in any area, a thorough survey should
be conducted.
Two important questions should be considered^ (1) Is the area
over -churched?; and (2) Which suburban neighborhoods are most
respoBsive in beginning new churches?
I. IS THE ARSA OVSR -CHURCHED?
The first question to find the answer to is. Is the area over -churched
and who ia to decide and on what basis? The gro^ desiring to place a new
church in a certain area has the choice of looking to the local Council of
Churches for a comity^ decision or making the investigation themselves.
The approach through the cimEiity group is first considered.
^The definition given in Msw Churches far a >lew America on page
22 ia "The term 'comity* means, according to Webster, 'courteous, '
'kind, � 'friendly eivUity. � The term is often applied to international
affairs and has the technical ecclesiastical meaning that related churches
give voluatary prefsrence to a member church in relationship to its
sphere of religious influence where parishes adjoin and/or in opening
new fields. "
22
Comity A^r�ement�
A donomiaational group dosiriug to start s now church may chooso
to go to the local Council of Churches comity group to first UnA what
suburban areas are in need of a church and what denomination (s) should
enter at that time. This may be helpful, especially to the "old line" or
larger denominations. Through a program of this nature unnecessary
competition is lessened and religious activities are not duplicated as
much. If the area is over -churched, it prevents some of the churches
from having an adequate building; it does not allow all the pastors to
be paid a living salary; and it may keep a suitable religious program
from being developed in the commnnity. This plan may not, however,
be the answer for evangelical denominations.
Evangelicals and comity agreements. If those groups which
control the local comity decisions were always in harmony with the
goals and purposes of the evangelical groups desiring to start new
churches, the comity agreements would be very beaefieial in many
instances. However, the local comity decisions are generally made by
a group strongly influenced by the philosophy of the National Council
of Churches whose beliefs concerning comity are sununed up ia the
book. Church and City Planning, by Hoover and Perry. George L.
Ford, Executive Director of tlw National Association of Evaagelicals,
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giv�� aome of the polieiea ol this group.
It include a the allocation ol locations hy the local council
ol chuirchea, purehaae of property and eatabliahnaent ol
churehea hy church ceuaeila rather than by denimiinatlona
or individual churehea. . . . ^
The Eeverend Mr. Ford alao revealed that in some cases there were
agreeaa�nte. either secret or open, between tlb� local planning com-
mission and the council of churches in the planning stages of a new
developaaent before any general announcement was made. There are also
agreements between developers and church councils which restrict the sale
ol property unlees approved by the couneil* Another method el preventing
churches outside the c^Mnity group Irom locating in certain areas is by
seeing that prohibitive linaacial aad building restrictions are placed on
any church building erected without the approval el the cinnity group.
The reasims why planners cooperate with the Natioaal Couacil of
Churches is that they believe this group represents all of Protestantism.
This is not a true tmderstanding, for at least 20,090,090 Protestants
are not in thm National Coimeil ol Churches, and the denominations which
^George L. Ford, "The Crisis ia Church Extension lor Evangeli
cals. " (A report spoasored by the NAE}, p. I. (Mimeographed. )
^Ibid.
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start the most new charehes every year do not claim membership with
the NCC. ^ The National Association ol Evangelicals gives excellent
advice as to how this problem can be realistically faced in the future.
Local evangelicals should organise in every city in order
to establish local plaiming committees that will work with
energy and inoaginatitm to protect the opportuaities ol
gospel miaistry. Such committees should include builders,
developers, realtors and lawyers as well as churchmen.
TiMy should naaintain very close liason with planning
ofilcials aad commissioners, building inspectors, board
ol ed^ation staff and members of the planning divisions ol
utilities companies. They shoi^d develop contacts with
all who know what population trends and community develop-
menta wiU be. Understanding of mutual problems between
churchmen and planners can be enhanced by the interchange
of information. The most satisfactory method ie the simple
e3q[>ediency of inviting |danners to address churchmen on
these matters.
Another way in which evangelicals can help their cause is to
cooperate with boards of soning which, as a rule, set up very reason
able soaittg ordinances for parking s^ce provision, yard requirements
and other items which are established to keep thm community from
deteriorating. In the past too often churches have pressured these
boards to lift some of these requiremeots . If this is not discontinued
'Ibid.
*1hid. , p. 2.
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tlie result will be that governmental agencies will set up standards for
churches which will be unreasonable and noake it difficult or completely
prohibitive for churches to be buUt in some areas.
It is the policy of the Church of the Nasarene to not oppose comity
council agreements Just to arouse enmity, but this denomination faces
the challenge boldly and asks these questions:
Is there an open altar in the churches of the community where
a sinner may find Qodt H�w many unchurched people are
there in the community that are not being reached by existing
churches? What are the prospects of our church's reaching
these people? . . . If we feel there is a real need for our mes
sage, we will not let the opposition of otlier churches keep
us from what God has called us to do, ^
Continuing from the same source, the Church of the Masarene explains
their position more fully.
We respect the working agreements of the churches that
have about the same meseage to offer to the people not to
compete with one another. Competition, however, is the
life of trade and sometimes it is good for a church�both
ours and others. ^
^Milfred H. Eggerding, "The Complexity of American Growth
and Us Effect on Church Planning. ** (A Report presented in cooperation
with the HAE by Mr. Eggerding of the Community Planniag Consultents.
204 East Lincolnway, Valparaiso, Indiana), p. 7. (Mimeographed. )
^Planting a New Church; Methods of Home Mission Development.
A Report Prepared by the Department of Home Missions of the General
Board of the Church of the Nasarene (Kansas City: Ai^usl, 1956), p. 16.
^Ibtd. , p. 17.
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If the group desiring to begin s new church does not find any
considerable benefit in working with the local comity group, as soon
as possible a person properly qualified should begin to make a
thorough survey. This person may be a local pastor of some spiritually
alive church who has a working knowledge of the basic principles of
administering a survey, or a person or group specially trained and
sponsored by a certain denomination, or a group of persons
representing a combined council of a city, county, or area.
Spot the Existing Churcheg of One's Denomination
It should be made certain that a new church would not
compete with other churches of the same denomination. '^'^The way to
assure that this is not done Is to obtain the best city map available
and mark all tha churches on the map, not forgetting those which
are operating in homes and rented buildings.^ Rev. Everett L. Perry,
one of the leadiag authorities in the field of church extension suggests
that cbttfches of the same denomination should be located at least
q
I 3/4 to 2 miles from each other. '
^Everett L. Perry, "Supplement to - A Gnide for the
I>svelopmeat of a New Church, A Field Survey in Selection of Areas
aad Sites for New Church Development and Church Extension" (Board
of National Missions of the United Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. ,
Rev. ed. February I, 1959), p. 4. (Mimeographed. )
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Locate All Other Churches
Alter it has been proven that the possible location for a
church will not frustrate its own denominational program, the churches
of all faiths should be located on the map, not forgetting these which
are operating in homes and rented buildings. This can be noted hy
close observation and by checking with the local comity committee or
council of churcbe*. Whenever It Is possible to cooperate with a
group which has the concern of properly locating churches so as to
not create imhealthy competition, it is wise to do so.
Population and the Number of Churches
When all the churches in the area have been located aad
marked on the map, the next step is to find ths present and projected
population and the population trends of the area. In larger cities
information can often be given by the U. S. Census reports (called
Block Reports), the city librarian, the city engineer's office, a
professor of sociology at a nearby college or wiiversity, and the local
10
building inspector or housing authority. Information gathered
from these sources will reveal what direction the city is moving
^^Frederick A. Shippey, Church Work in the City (New York?
Abingdon -Cokesbury Press. 1952), pp. 228-230.
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most rapidly, tho growth or docroaso by eoitntios, townships, ineor-
poratod places and wards or census tracts.^ The number of births
in the area can many times be found by cheeking with the public
12health department. The U.S. census will reveal the age -group
distribution. The principals of the schools can give the percentage
of children who are Protestant, Jewish, and Catholic.^* If the area
ie not completely built up the local builders can help estimate how many
houses there will eventually be and what the demand ie for new houses
to be built. With the data gathered from some of these sources coupled
with the use of an up-to-date map of the conomuaity sometimes obtainable
from the city planners, building permit office, or often realtors, a
fairly close estinoate can be made of the number of people the area
will eventually have.l' In figuring the average number of peraona per
dwelling uait, the aumber is 3.6 j^rsons.
CaavassiapE the Area
The ealy way to obtaia a complete evaluation of a community
Perry, o�. cit. , p. Z*
12
Ship^y, 0�. cit. , p. 230.
13
Perry, 0�. cit. p. 10.
^^Ibid. , p. 6.
^^Ibid. , p. 7.
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as to its religious affiliation is to canvass the area. No matter who
directs the survey or what type of survey is used, it is advisable to
inform the chief of police of the intentions of the survey. There are
generally three types of canvassing. The beat is to contact every house
or a large percentage of houses, but since this may not always be
possible because of limited time and personnel, a sample, or "spot"
survey of selected families or blocks of approxinaately one -tenth to
one -fifth of the homes may be used. In certain areas it may not be
feasible to conduct a house-to-house canvass, in which case a telephone
canirass asay be used. The local telephone company can supply list
ings according to streets and communities.
It should be stated here that not every group seeking to begin a
new church in aa area consider that it is necessary to make a thorough
survey before starting a church. Carl Ramsey, Executive Secretary
of the Beard of Missions and Evangelism of the Cumberland Presby
terian Church, states very plainly:
We have found it not advantageous to take any survey of a
community, as far as house to house is concerned,
before considering a church. If it appears that the coaomun-
ity is under churched and that the churches in that
eonamunity are not offering the same type of program that
we are, then we give consideration to a church. ^
Letter from Carl Ramsey, Box S53S, Memphis, Tennessee,
AprU 7, 1961.
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Th� per�on(>) making the aarvey. There are several different
viewpoints expressed as to who should noake the survey of any given
conamunity. One belief is that only representatives from the local
ccmncil of churches should make the survey. By using this method the
study would be more objective. The denomination which had the largest
number of persons in the area would most likely be given first choice
to consider starting a new church. This method would exclude many
of the evangelical denominations, especially those which are smtall,
from ever entering a new suburban community. The principle of this
idea, however, naay work effectively if used by a group of representatives
of several like-miaded evangelical churches. The results of a survey
niade try such a group may show that one evaagelieal church would have
a def^ite advaatage over the others ia the locatioa surveyed. t& this
case, the use of persoanel chosen by a representative group of persons
from evangelical churches would be very beneficial.
Other evangelical churches would rather choose to have several
denominational leaders survey the area, aad maay times an aggressive
soul-winnittg church may send local laymen to the community to conduct
the survey.
Many denominations have specially trained men to make surveys
who would travel extensively doing oaly this type of work; however, as
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it thm opiotioA mi thm Church af the Brethren Church, there ie certainly
17
value in having the one making the aurvey remain aa paator.
The ohjective of the survey. The purpose of conducting a
survey is to not only determine the present religious affiliation or
preference of the families, but to find other information so as to not
necessitate another survey of the community after decidii^ to begin a
new church in the area. There are at least eight items which ordinarily
are included in a survey: (1) family name; {Z\ address; (3) number of
persons in the household; (4) the names of the adults; (S) the names of
the childreai <4) the church they attend; (7) if they are members of a
IS
church and where it is located: and (8) race. Other information such
as: the oeeuj^tion of the parents; how long the people have lived In the
eomm�mity; and do they own or rent their home, may be obtained if
done la an objective, non -offensive manner. The one making the survey
must be aware that if the answers given to some of the questions are
taken at face value a wrong evaluation will result; therefore questions
should be asked in such a way as to fiad if the people attend only once
*'�Whea Planning a New Congregation" (A Eepert by the
Ministry and Home Commission of the General Brotherhood Board of
the Church of the Brethren, January. 1958), p. 1. (Mimeographed. )
^�Shippey, og. cit. , p. 72.
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in a whila or are regvdar attendants. The attitude ol the one answering
the questions should be recorded also. Most denominations have a plan
for surveying a new community, and those making the survey should
co-operate whole-heartedly with their denominational program,
Shippey in his book. Church Work in the City, gives some
general suggestions which the one surveying may find helpl^l. This
material ia included here as an example and not necessarily as a
l^ttern which every group would choose to use.
Snggestions for Reli|jious Census Workers
I. General Instriustion
1. Write address before ringing doorbell.
2. Secure information at the door! It takes more time
to enter the home.
3. If no one is home, record the hour and call back
later,
4. Check racial information after departing,
S. Be sure assignment numbers are recorded on each
census card.
6. Write legiblyi get accurate information; record all
answers.
7. When assignment is complete, return census
envelope to survey office. Be sure all cards are enclosed.
IX. The Interview
1. The opening of the interview
a. Introduce yourself.
b. State purpose of your call,
c. Proceed at once to questions, be brief,
businesslike, and friendly.
2. A suggested question sequence to follow
a. How aoany persons live at this ad^ess?
nh. What ii the &mUy aame?
c. What is the husbaad's first name?
d. What charch do you attead? (Secure name of
chwch and denomination. )
e. Are yt>u a member of that church? If not,
where do you belong?
f. What local church do you prefer (if person
does not attend or belong to a church)?
g. Are there other adults in the home?
(Secure names and religions status.)
h. Are there children? First name? Age?
What Sunday School do they attend?
3. Closing the interview
a. Glance over card to be sure all necessary
items are filled out.
b. Express appreciation of co -operation.
e. Leave with a verbal iavitation to worship
in the church of their choice.
d. Move on I
"
The extent of the survey and criteria for evaluation. As
stated previously, the best way to really get a true evaluation of any
community is to survey every home. This will be almost impossible,
so the extent of the survey will have to be that which the church seeking
to locate in the community judges to be adequate to justify further plans.
The United Lutheran Church suggests that a minimum of 1200 house
calls be made. If the number of those who are not at home exceeds 20%
Ibid., pp. 75-76.
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of tho callt, enough recalls should he made to make an aecnrate report.
The Christian Reformed Board of Home Missions insist that at least
21
200 homes be canvassed.*' Shippey believes that if 50% of the people
in the given area are contacted the report will be "reasonably trust*
worthy. " but if less than one -third of the homes are surveyed the
22
validity of the report is doubtful.
From the standpoint of total gross population in ratio to
the number of churches desired in any area, Shippey believes that
23
2,000 - 3,000 persons of gross population per church is a safe rate.
The Rev. Karl 5. Henry, Secretary of Survey and Research of the Board
of American Missions of the United Lutheran Church in America states:
We like to consider that it takes 1500 individuals to suj^^rt a
protestant church in a metropolitan area. . . . Sometimes
"You Are the Church's Representatives: Rules and Sug
gestions for Canvassers" (A Report of the Division of Survey and
Research of the Board of American Missions of the United Lutheran
Church, 231 Madison Avenue, New York 16, New York, Form SR 8),
p. 4. (Mimeographed. )
^^"Sutead the Church�Evaageliae" (Pamphlet No. 6
published by the Christiao aad Reformed Board of Honoe Missioas,
2850 Kalamaaoo Avenue S. �. , Grand Rapids 8, Michigan), no date
nor numbered pages.
22
Shippey, op. cit. , p 89.
2%id. , pp. 205-206.
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we do go into m field where there is e church for every
1,000 people but thst is usuelly the case where there is
no 'liturgical church*. . . .^4
After the survey has been made and the prospects have
been located and considered, the next step is to evaluate the data to
see if there is a sufficient number of people to consider organising
a church. Again, each denomination has its own standards and a
few of these will be presented.
To begin a church Shippey holds to the conviction that it is
desirable to sUrt with no less than 100 families. Stanley U. North
of the Congregational and Christian Church, believes that a church of his
denominatioa should not attempt a start unless there is a poteatial of
startiag with 100 members.
Aaether viewpoiat expressed by an official of the United
Presbyterian Church in America was that it ie generally recommended
that a church be established if the estimated potential of growth
^^Lotter from Karl S. Henry, Secretary of the Division of
Survey and Research of the Board of American Missions of the United
Lutheran Church in America, 231 Madison Avenue, New Tork 16, New
York, March 2a, 1961.
^*8hippey, o�. cit. , p. 214.
26i>church Extension Policy Considerations" (An Interview with
Ira Black and Mr. Harshfield, The Congregational and Christian
Church, August IS, 1959), p. I. (Mimeographed.)
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extends beyond 500 communing members.
The CmnberUad Presbyterian Church responds in some
cases to th� plea of a sufficiently large group of people who feel their
area does not have churches which meet their basic religious needs
even though the area is *H�verchurched.
The establisluxient of criteria for judging the advisability
of l^ginniim a new church varies with the standards set by the many
denominations. Most of the evangelical denominatiims are not among
the largest denominations and find the criteria presentod here as
prohibitive to consider. The policy of the Jews in Biblical times for
beginning a synagogue, when twelve heads of families could reach an
agreement to start a new congregation, is a more realistic consideration
for evangelical churches today. A leader in the Christian Reformed
Church relates that the procedure ia this denomiaation when begianing
a new church is to start where there is a nucleus of meml^rs of that
^nomination. C^rches have been started with as few as four fomilies
but usually there should be at least ten to twenty families.
^'Letter from Frederick W. B<�nan, Assistent lIHrector of
ths Board of American Missions of the United Presbyterian Church in
America, 231 Madison Avenue. New York 16. New York, April 10, 1961.
2*Ram se loc. cit.
29x^tter from Or. Dick h. Van Halsema, Minister of Evangelism
of the Christian Reformed Board of Home Missions, 2850 Kalamasoo
Avenue, S. �. , Grand Rapids 8, Michigai^i March 24, 1961
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A Pentecostal Church of God representative states that as
soon as fifteen to twenty adults are interested in becoming members, a
church ia formed. The Church of the Brethren likes to wait until
they have at least fifiy persons who would be charter members before
officially organising.
Evangelical churches will not be able to rely vqpon objective
evaluation alone, as important as that is, but they must seek the direction
of the Holy Spirit as Niles Carpenter of the Protestant Episcopal
Church advises:
... It would seem preferable to wait for the moving of the
Holy Spirit to the degree that a group of devoted Christians
would be moved to send forth a Macedonian call to the
church authorities for help la establishis^ a place of
Christian worehip and feUowship,
U. WHICH SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOODS ARE MOST RESPONSIVE?
There are geiMrally three types of suburbs. The first of these
is the highly restrictive neighborhood, u^ere homes range from
Letter from Miss Idabeth McDale, Director of Christian
Education of the Pentecostal Church of God of America. lac. , JepUa,
Missouri, March 27. 1961.
^^Letter from Arthur L. Dean. Architect, Church Building
Counselor for the Ministry and Home Commission of the Church of
the Brethren, March 21, 1961.
32Letter from Dr. Niles Carpenter, Consultant of the
General Division of the Research of the National Council of the Protestant
Episcoj^l Church, 1427 Elmwood Avenue, Evaastoa, Illiaois. March
29. 1961.
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$20,000 upwards built on largo lots with baautilul landscaping. Many
of tho paoplo living in those homes once belonged to the downtown
prestige churchess thus the churches they attend in their new neighbor
hood will most likely be one which most nearly is like their former
churches. The second type o� suburban neighborhood is composed of
"middleHslass" homes. These people are generally Protestants and
are able to s^port a church whoa it is started. There are many in
this group with outstanding potential leadership. The third type of
suburban neighborhood is made up of very modest homes built on
small lots. Children are numerous and a new church in this area
will often need outside financial assistaace.
Churches are aware that the economic position of families
determines their church affiliatioa ia aoany instances. bifermatioa
coaceraiag a commuaity's eeeaomlc pattern can be found from the
U.S. Census Bureau, the city planning commission, local market
researchers and just by observing. If a denomination has found that
its past and present program does not appeal to certain economic groups,
it would be unwise to locate in that neighborhood. From experience it
has been shown in the Congregational and Christian Churches that it
is easier to build suburban churches ia areas that are composed of
^%hippey. op. cit. , p. 212.
34
Perry, o|�. cit. , p. 9.
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"middle aad upper -class homes, occupied by educated and cultured
people, predominately Gentile and Protestants. "'^
Others feel that the group of people of average income are
the best to reach for Christ. Karl 8. Hoary. Secretary of Survey and
Research of the Board of American Missions of the United Lutheran
C1�areh in America, is convinced that "the group that are usually pur
chasing their he�ne. their furniture, etc. . on the installment plan are
the group most wiUing to purchase their church and pledge on it on a
certain given installment plan. "^^
Even though it cannot be denied that there arc certain emphases
different denominations present, it is the cenvicticm of the one investigating
this subject that a church whose head is the Lord Jesus Christ
should have the program that Jesus left for His Church which will
reach all aations. racial and economic groups. A denomination should
not enter certain areas just because they offer the easiest path to
financial security. The attitude of a leader in the ChristiM aad
Reformed Church is one which fits into the Biblical emphasis.
^^Stanley U. North, director. (A Report of the Board of
Home Missioas of the Coagregatioaal aad Christian Charehes, 287
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, New York. April 18.1949), p. 1.
^^Heary. loc. cit.
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**Oar criterion in entering � field is not what racial or religious
statistics are available lor that area, but how much that area needs the
gospel ol Jesus Christ. "37
The conviction adopted by the Home Missions Conlerence ol
the liUtheraa Church of the Missouri Syaod ia 1958 is similiar to this
concept also.
The laboring class is not oaly the largest group in
America, but also the group with the largest per
centage el unchurched. Not how much can be saved,
but how much can be won is to be the criterion el the
value ol a prospective field lor mission |wrposes. 3*
^ 'Van Halsema, loc. cit.
38poUeies adopted by the 1958 Home Mission Conlerence
ol the Lutheran Church- -Missouri Synod with Relerence to the Devel
opment ol a New Mission field,
"
p. 15. (Mimeographed. )
CHAPTER m
THE SELECTION OF A SITE
The purpose lor the study ol the data eoUeeted lor this chapter
was to show how vital the seleetioa ol a good buildiag site is to the
grow^ ol a new suburban church.
During the period ol the early aad snedieval church, a site
locatioa lor the church was determined largely by sacred tradition or
a ^ace where a miracle had occured. The Merarehy ol the church,
that had the authority to validate the tradition or miracle, had the
linal word la determiaiag where a new church should be built. Today
the procedure lor choosing a good location has changed drastically and
is one el complex considerations.^
L PRINCIPLES TO FOLLOW IN WISE SITE SELECTION
Plan Ahead
Because ol the rapid eaqpansion ol the population, which means
*Architectural Guide lor Church and School Buildings, A Report
Prepared by the Lutheran Clmreh--Missouri Synod (ZIO Broadway,
St. Louis 2, Missouri: 1961), p. IS.
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rapid growth el lend use lor industry, homes, other buildings, roads,
and parks, planning agencies are looking into the luture many years to
be ready lor developing communities. Many organizations are planniag
lilty years ahead aad the Roman Catholic Church is making plans lor
one -hundred years in the luture. It is not uncommon to find undeveloped
land difficult to purchase because industry has already purchased land
for its anticipated future needs. ^
Planning commissions of every siseable city are developing new
areas lor the future on the drawing boards now. It is often too late
to purchase property alter the drawings are completed; thus churches
have to purchase property in some instances before the planners
release their drawings from their offices. However, city planners are
sometimes mistaken and may plan too far in advance, aad in some
instances it is wise to wait until shopping centers and schools begin to
develop.
W. Northrup, "One Billion Souls, " The Free Methodist.
LXUn (February 9. I960), p. 5.
^Everett L. Perry, "Supplement to �> A Guide for the Development
of a New Church, " "A Field Survey in Selection of Areas and Sites for
New Church Development and Church Extension" (Board of National
Missions of the United Presbyterian Church in the U, S. A. , Rev. ed. ,
I^b. 1, 1959). p. 17-18. (Mimeographed.)
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Tour Rules for Slf Selection
There are four general criteria for judging a good church site
after a new community has begun to develop. These are (1) accessibility;
(2) visibility; <3) relationship to the neighborhood plan; and (4) adequacy.^
Accessibility. The church needs to be close to those it serves.
The site should be in a place where the maximum number of people are
5
within walking distance of the church. Studies have shown that a
majority of church members live within a one mile radius of their
church. Traasportation experts generally count on people to use their
means of travel who live not more than one -fourth of a mile from their
facilities. Public school authorities attempt to locate their schools
within a maximum of a one -halfmile walking distance from the
children. The church must consider the importance of locating
where the largest number of people can easily walk to its services.
Of course, not all persons interested in the church will live near
the church; thus the site must be located in an easily accessible place
for those driving from other communities and also be close to public
^Ibid. , p. 13-15.
^Ibid. , p. 14.
^Frederick A. Shippey. Church Work in the City (New York:
Abingdon -Coke sbury Press. 1952). p. 214-15.
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transportation facilitiat. A location on a heavily traveled highway can
be a barrier to Sunday School growth becauae of the danger children
face in crossing the highway. A site on a super highway can work
for an advantoge if access to and frona the highway is not a complication
to those who seek the ministry of the ehturch.
The church parking lot should also be located in such a place with
proper entrancea and exits so as to make for a minimum of traffic
danger.
Visibility. The church is the most important public institution in
the neighborhood; thus it should be visible to a maximimi number of
people it desires to serve. A site with a slight elevation is desirable.
If the building is near a public thoroughfare* it gains a real benefit
in advertisiag. Before purchasiog a site, the soning of the area should
be checked to noake sure there would be no possibility of tall buildings
beiag built in such a manner aad place as would hide the church from
the view of those passing by. It should be remembered that con
spicuous site is worth more to the local church than a foil -page adver
tisement in the newspaper everyday of the year.
"'aid., p. 206-207,
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Shortly bofore tho death of Methodism** Bishop Francis Asbnry,
he remarked about the terrible location of many of the Methodist
churches:
Some benevolent man would give us a site, the ground being so
poor you could not raise mullein stalks on it, and we would
thank him and erect a house upon it, where the people would
be sure not to find it. I tell you what it isi if we wish to
catch fish, we must go where they are, or where they are
likely to come. We had better pay money for a site in a
central position in a city, town or village, than have them
give us half a dozen lots for nothing in some by-street or
lane. *
Another one has said that, "it seemed to be the general policy to keep
Methodism at such a distance from the people as to make it cost search
and labor to find it. If the church is to serve, it must be seen.
Relationship to the neighborhood plan. As much as possible the
church should be located near a foca.1 point of the neighborhood. This
generally is near a shopping center or a public school.
The advantage of locating near a shopping center is that la some
instances the parking lot could be used by the church people. ^One
*Paul N. Garber, The Methodist Meeting House (New York:
The Methodist Church, ISO Fifth Avenue, 1941), p. 39.
Ibid. , p. 40.
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authority holievod this should not bs a reason for locating near a
shofifdng center because the trend is for these centers to be open on
Sunday; thus not leaving the parking space free for church use. In
addition, many city building codes require a church to have so much
off-street parking space regardless of the location. Even if there
were no benefits from parking in being located close to a shopping
center, the benefit from advertising is still a true advantage.
A location near an elementary school and sometimes a Junior
high school is generally a focal point of the community, because
school planning agencies consider a central location vital for the
sake of accessibility for its children which is a goal for the church
also. Sometimes another point of consideration is that if most of the
children in the church attend one school it binds them together because
of conomon interests.
many cases the high school is not a focal point of the community
since the location of a high school is based mostly on the availability of a
12
sufficiently large tract of land that is securable.
^^Perry, 0�. cit. , p. 6.
Ibid.
Perry, o�. cit. , p. 13.
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Because schools hare been known to be ahead of the population
as much as twenty-five years, it is wise to always evaluate whether
or not the school really is or has the potential of becoming the focal
point of the community. "
If possible the neighborhood plan should be checked to help
evaluate. This is very simple if there is just one builder, and from
this builder it may be found how fast the development is growing and
what the prospects are for luture growth. If there are several builders
in the area, the building inspector's office can ish data which will
help evaluate the rate of growth and other helpful information.
In checking the neighborhood plan and finding that a certain area
is zoned for light industry, there would not necessarily need to be any
alarm. Many types of light industry are beneficial to new suburban
communities. The argixment for locating such "laboratory type"
factories in suburban communities is that workers in the factory are
benefited by the location. Traveling expense is saved and the building
site provides ample parking, beautiful landscaping and many times a
nice recreational area for the community. The type of factory would
Ibid.
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b� oiui from which there would be no objections from noise or smoke
from the community. City planners require that tho style of the factory
buildings harmonise with the general type of construction of the area.
Some new suburban communities are composed of different
socio-economic levels. Generally it is wise co locate the church site
in the more desirable area, because it is easier to draw people from
a less privileged area into a more privileged one than to draw peoj^e
from the better section to the less privileged section of the area.
Adequacy. A church site must be adequate for its complete
program. The site should be chosen considering all future expansion
and needs. A building site mtay be attractive, but when considering
tlM complete program, it may be far too small. Also a site may
appear to have enough space but after checking regulations such as
set-back requirements and parking space for the future, the site
would not be suitable. The master plan of the city should be studied
to see if a future freeway or other boundary would divide the com
munity, making the site a poor one in the future. In certain areas
building codes demand that the church be fireproof which might make
the cost more than the people could afiford. Height soning may forbid
a building as tall as would be needed for the church building. Other
soning regulations should be checked so as to eliminate any possibility
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of ftny anticipated adverse condition* anch as noise, odors, smoke and
traffic dangers. Deed restrictions cannot be changed in most cases
unless all the property owners in the area consent.
If the site does not already have water, sewer, and, in those
cases when it is available and desirable, gas connections, the expense
should be added and considered a part of the total site expense. If a
deep well must be driven or if sewer lines have to be put in a rocky
terrain, the cost may be excessive. An area without developed
utilities will not, as a rule, develop as quickly either.
A corner lot is best and the Presbyterian Church in the United
States suggests that it be "a right-hand corner as <mit drives toward
town. Corner lots are advantageous because of utility, accessibi
lity, and the choice of architectural style of the building. Lota which
are nearly square are to be preferred to those which are long and
narrow, the reason being that it is easier to locate a building on a
square lot.
^^"The Location of a New Church", (Excerpt from the I960 Report
of the Board of Church Extension of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States), p. I. (Mimeographed. )
"Important Considerations for Choosing a Site for a Church
Building", (A Report of the Ministry and Homo Commission, General
Brotherhood Board of the Church of the Brethren, January, 1 9S3),
p. 2. (Mimeographed. )
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Subnurface water readings should be taken if there is any danger
of any water being where the basement would be located. Construction
is more costly when it involves the possible need for pumps, water
proofing, and pressure slabs. Maintenance is also more expensive.
Before purchasing a site the availability and adequacy for parking
for the projected expansion of the church must be considered. People
who move to new suburban areas are usually interested in seeking a
refuge for their homes, free from disturbance of traffic and noise.
A city planner, John Amandson from Eugene, Oregon, who believes
that churches have more ability to hold a neighborhood together even
than schools, also is convinced that parking and traffic create the
most friction between churches and neighborhoods in which they are
located.*" It is bad publicity for the church people to park in front of
the homes surrounding it and may effect the value of the homes near
the church. Some suburban communities completely forbid curb parking.
A church parking lot provides for safety since no one has to cross
Architectural Guide for Church and School Buildings, op. cit. ,
p. 17.
17
"Notes on Seminar on Church Planning" (Conducted at the
Western Evangelical Seminary, Portland, Oregon, under the sponsor
ship of NAE. October 13, 1958), p. 4. (Mimeographed.)
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any streets to get to the church or back to his automobile. The following
are some suggestions as to how much space to allow for parking:
(1) 34 sqxiare feet of parking per seating space in the sanctuary.^�
19(2) A ratio of 1 space for every 4 or 5 persons in congregatton.
(3) 250 - 300 square feet per auto.
. . 21
(4) 250 - 300 square feet per auto, 100 - 125 cars = 1 acre.
Nothing has yet been stated as to what should be the size of the
actual buildix^ site. The opinions of the authorities from several
22different denominations were that the aite should be from two to five
*%WpiN>y, 0�. cit. , p. 21?.
^^Letter from Arthur h. Dean, Architect and Church Building
Counselor who serves on the Ministry and libMne Missions Commission
of the Church of the Brethren, 1451 Dundee Ave., Elgin, Illinois, March 21,
1961.
^^Architectural Guide for Church and School Buildings^ op. c?it. ,
p. 16.
^"Hptes from Seminar on Church Planning" (Conducted at
Trinity Seminary, Chieage, Qlinois, under the sponsorship of tide NAE,
February 16, 1959}, p. 3. (Mimeographed. }
^^Some of tlu>se churches suggestiag that the site be from two to
five acres are as follows: (1) The Lutheran Church- -Missouri Synodi
(2) The Coagregatioaal and Christiaa Churches; (3} The Church of the
Nasarene; (4) The Charch of the Brethren; (5} The United Lutheran
Church; (6) The Presbyterian Church ia the U.S.A. and (7) The Free
Methodist Church. Other sources which advocate the same policy
include the following: (1) The Urban Land Institute; (2) The Natioaal
Couacil of Churches; and (3) The National Association of Evangelicals.
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acres <tepeadiiig upon how largo a fatare congregation the church
planned to serve. None of these sources suggested small lots having
in mind buying more property later, rather a tread was meatioaed of
I��rchasiag more land thaa aeeded and selling the property later which
would aot be needed for future expansion. It is always a wise policy of
the group seeking to locate a building site to first consult their own
denominational sources for advice and direction in knowing what is tlm
best amount of land to purchase for their own denominational program.
& has been shown that the criteria for considering an ideal elmrch
site is composed of accessibility, visibility, relationship to the
neighborhood plan aad adequacy. The site most nearly meetiag these
coaditioas should be the one purchased.
H. PURCHASING THE BUILDING SITE
Locating the Owner
When a site has been evaluated and found desirable, it is then
necessary to locate the owner. Usually the owner is quickly found;
however if there is difficulty in finding the owner, certain public
sources such as the county register's or recording office, surveyor's
or nnap department office or the building department of the city can be
of assistance. Sometimes private title insurance companies or real
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��t�t� olllc�� can locate tho owner of the {>rejH�rty. Often property
not llstedl on the market can he pnrchated best if it is not made public
that the church is seeking the land, fbr many times the asking price goes
up as soon as there is interest shown in the property.
A very desirable location may be found but a period of time may
be necessary in order for official action to be takea in purchaaiag it.
bk some cases an optioa caa be used to gala this needed time. By this
method the owner of the property takes the property off the market for
a certain amount of time, usually thirty, sixty, or aiaety days. The
property is held for the prospective buyer for a small fee. If the
proapective buyer does aot purchase the property, the fee is lost to
24
the owaer of the property.
The Title
The title of the deed should always be "merchaatable, " which
noeans that the buyer would be "free to dispose of should the need or
occasion arise, without restrictions, reversions, or other encumbrances
23�^�euring Title for Church Property" (Board of National
Missioas of the Uaited Presbyter iaa Church in the U. S. A. , Rev. Ed. ,
March 15, 1959). p. 2.
2^BWd.. p. 3.
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that would doleat a lutur* talo of tho property or render it difficult or
impossible for the church to obtain mortgage financing. "^^
In order to make sure that no defects are In the contract which
will hinder the church's program, a competent real estate attorney
stould review the contract before it is signed. Be will check to see
that there are no liens or encumbrances against the property and locate
any restrictions, easements, or reversionary clauses, and explain
them to the buyers. Sometimes clauses that require the church to
build within a specified period are satisfactory if the church is
absolutely sure it has the financial means and has time to meet the
deadline. Any deed which contains any clause which requires that the
land revert if the church does not build or ceases to be used for church
purposes should be avoided. The church should have the right to dis
pense of the property in any way it desires. Seldom will a bank accept a
mortgage on property with reversionary clauses or any clause saying
the property cannot be mortgaged.'^ The contract should be in writing and
not signed unless it contains a legal description of the property with the
2*Jtbid., p. 2.
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agreement tint if the title is found deficient the deposit must be returned.
Title insurnnce is a good investment if it is obUinable.
The proper location of a church in a new suburban community is
of vital importence to any e^^gelleal church which plans to be success
ful. The steps suggested in this chapter are ones which have been tested
and proven, and the time taken to pursue a thoro�m[h evaluation of possible
sites will pay great dividends in the success of the church.
26lbid. . p. 2-3.
CHAPTER IV
GETTING THE NEW PROGRAM STARTED
The material covered in this chapter ie presented to show the
different methods which have been used to begin new churches and to
reveal the importance of proper leaderahip from a qualified pastor.
L METHODS OF BEGINNING
Home Fellowship
One of the most conunon methods which has been used successfolly
ia the past in beginning new churches is to begin in a home or homes in
the community.
Dedicated, godly laymen have often �slt the need for a church
ia their community and have started Bible study groups and/or prayer
cells which have eventually grown to large progressive churches. The
Church of the Brethren reports that a successfxil Sunday School prograum
caa be carried out by having one class per home ia several homes
located close together. A large room would be needed for a combined
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worship ��svice.^
Ia otiuir ia�taac�s a pastor may ba seat to an area to start a new
eharch without liaaacial help. Some miaisters have successlally started
churches by s^pportiag themselves while beginning a church in their
homes, and again sometimes a pastor supported by his denomination
is sent to an area to conduct services in his home, and thoroughly canvass
the area in which he lives. The home may actually be the parsonage
which was constructed In such a manner that the basemeat could be used
for Sunday School rooms.
The advantage of startiag with a home fellowship is that a church
can be started with the least financial outlay. Often the funds of a
denc�ninational program do not allow the support of a pastor in such a
work as this, which would mean that no church would be started at all.
The disadvantage of such a program is that it usually takes longer to
establish a growing church while other denominations are quickly
moving into the area.
htfany people are hesitant about worshipping in a home because
^"When Planning a New Congregation" (Report of the Ministry
and Home Missitm Commission of the General Brotherhood Board of
the Church of the Brethren January, 1958), p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
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there seems to be "something very private* exclusive and repelling
about a meeting in a home. They fear to go into such lest they be
stigmatised. A home fellowship is, of course, only a temporary
meeting place, and as Arthur L. Oean of the Church of the Brethren
states: "Xf this type of facility is used for a longer period of time than
one year, the people tend to get discouraged and also they are somewhat
ashamed to invite their neighbors, relatives, and friends into its type of
worship experience. A thriving home fellowship will soon have to
seek new quarters.
The Parsonage -Chapel Plan
A compromise plan which allows a place for the pastor to have his
home ia the same building where his congregation worships is the
parsonage -chapel plan. This plan varies from having a parsonage wtth
a large basement where Sunday School rooms as well as a siseable room
for a combined worship service are available, having an outside entrance.
to having a unit constructed in such a manner as to have the whole building
^Milton Wells. "The Pioneer's Advance/', A Handbook for the
Pioneer Pastor (Springfield, Missouri: Assemblies of God National
Home Missions Department, no date), p. 10. (Mimeographed. )
^Letter from Arthur L. Dean. Architect, Church Building
Counselor of the Ministry and Home Mission Commission of the
Church of the Brethren, March 21, 1961.
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used for church services but which later could be easily converted into
the parsonage. Ia the Wesleyaa Methodist Church the trend is away
from this type of beginning because the cost ol such a uait is more than
most coagregatioas plaa lor their parsoaage.
^ Oae ol the stroagest
advaatage s lor this type ol begiaaing is that this type ol building usually
qualifies lor a long-term loan with low payments which makes it
possible lor a small group to meet the debt retirement. Parsonage -
chapel units such as the one approved by the Commission on Evangelism
aad Church Exteasioa ol the Free Methodist Church which have been
designed to eliminate a siseable amount ol needless esqpense and objections
are being used to a great advantage to reach the new suburban communities
with the gospel.
A Rented Building
Another place for meeting when starting a new church is a rented
building . The rental ol the facilities ol a public school is the most
widely used method in this area ol approach to begiiming new churches.
As a rule public schools are available for rent on Sundays and are ade
quate and attractive. Amoag other sources for rental places which have
^Letter from Virgil A. Mitchell. Executive Secretary of Church
Extension aad Evangelism of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of America.
Box 2000. Marion. Indiana. March. 1961.
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found snccnss nrn a TMCA building, another church which noeeta only
once on Sunday, and a ciiric hall. Again a congregation cannot plan to
remala ia a rented hall for a very long period and expect to progreas aa
rapidly as they could with their own focilitiea.
Tent Meetings and Crusades
Some evangelicals still suceessfolly use tent meetings to begin
a new church; however this met1�>d has been cheapened by excessive
emotional emphasis and no longer holds its appeal to many evangelical
deniKninations. Some who might reject having a special tent campaign
would embrace the idea of conducting evangelistic services in a large
auditorium. The disadvantage of this type of work is that the pioneer
pastor who follows -up the work done during the campaign will most
likely be oaly of average or below average speaking ability and will
find it difficult to gather in the people who have been won by the more
dynamic personalities of the campaign. ^
1.. W. Iforthrup, of the fVee Methodist Church, has concluded
Wells, 0�. cit. , p. S.
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that tant maatis^a can atill be used today, but:
1. They must be attractively presented. Nothing shabby
or cheap can be used.
2. They must be strategically located, especially near
streams of traffic, where they will receive the most
benefit from advertiaing.
3. They must be well -organised and -financed. In
this particular instance, an ample, well -planned
budget was set up.
4. They must have effective evangelists and singers
who know how to work with large groups and organise
musical taleat.
5. They must be made the subject of prayer by supporting
churches, and faithfully attended.
6. They will be given the greatest chance for success if
held where they can be assured of the support of at least
ten churches of average sine. This would give an immediate
backing which would recommend the meeting to the community.
7. They should have thorough preparation and follow-up. ^
Branch Sunday Schools
Another po^ilar method which is used with much success in
starting new churches is that of an established church conducting a
branch Sunday School in an area not being adequately reached with the
gospel. Quite often the Sunday School is held on Sunday afternoon with
some of the ^'mother" church's teachers in charge. Sometimes the
youth group of the church serves effectively as workers. These branch
'i*. W. Northrttp, "On the Spot Report from Niagara Frontier
Crusade, " The Free Methodist, LXL.IV (September 19, 1961), p. 9.
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Sunday Schools may he held in a home, a rented building, or a small
church building purchased by the "mother" church. As the Sunday
School grows the result very oltea is that a church is established, and
frequently some of the members of the "mother" church who live in or
near the neighborhood where the branch church is located transfer their
aoembership to the new church and become faithful workers in establish
ing the new congregation.
Temporary Chapel
With less success than other methods the means of a temporary
chapel has been used to start a congregation. Some of these chapels
have been constructed only to be torn down when they would no longer
accommodate the congregation. This type of building is usually
unattractive and expensive because little can be salvaged and put into
8
a permanent building. Tot. some chapels have been built which have
been prefabricated and can be moved to a new location for starting
another new church with no loss of material.
^Planting; a New Church; Methods of Home Mission Development
A Report FrofAred by the Department of Home Missions of the General
Board of the Church of the Itesarene (Kansas City: August. 1956). p. 7,
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A Fiyt Unit Buadiag
With growing popularity churches are accepting the constructing
of a part of the permanent building as the first building to be erected
or used for worship and training. This first uait building is generally
an educational unit which also has room for a chapel, many times this
being a multi-use room (used for worship, fellowship activities and
sometimes, Sunday School rooms). An attractive first unit tmilding
gives to both the cmgregation and the community the sense of being
fimoly established. Many prospects who are visiting from church to
church, who hesitate to go into a home or rental quarters, will visit
the group that is worshipping in their first unit building. A large
sanctuary is seldom built first because a small growing congregation
could net support such a program.
The fact that an educational -chapel unit is built by a small
congregation many times reveals that another church or group of
churches is cooperating to help start the new church. It noay be the
result of a pastor and congregation letting some of God's peo|^e go to
start a new work. Many larger churches need to divide - -bixlh needs
to be given to new churches. As Jared F. Gerig, Chairman of the
Commission on Evangelism and Church Extension of the National
Association of Evangelicals, states: "The church healed of its
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spiritual atarility will giva birth to ialaot churehos. Lot it bo recogniaed
that uo mothar evar loot by giving birth to a child.
�ach of those naothods prasonted actually naaans that somaona or
soma church gavo in ordar to gain. TIm socrat to beginning new cluurehes
is in dividing. Every naethod should be carefully studied to consider
which would be the most efiective and fruitful for the area to be
evangelised.
II. THE PASTOR AND THE CHURCH PROGRAM
JEtt order for a church to be a spiritual church aflame for the cause
of Christ, there must be leadership which sets the exam^e. The pastor
must be qualified if the new church is to grow according to the Hew
Testament pattern.
The Marks of a Pioneer Pastor
Spirituality. The man of God who wishes to plant a church must
first be iateat upon being led by the Holy Spirit. He cannot afford to
work in the power of the flesh, even though he may be able to build a
powerful organization through that method. The work of Christ can
^Dr. Jared F. Gerig, "America, Our Judea" (Paper presented at
the NAE Convention, Chicago, April, 19SS), p. 6. (Mimeographed. }
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only be done through tho Spirit. Oswald J. Smith haa Ibrcofolly stated
that, *to work in the energy of the flesh does not require passion.
burden or travail. It simply requires gifts, talents, organisation.
machinery, education, training. Xo work in the flesh merits man's
rewards; to allow the Spirit of God to work through the human personality
means the receiving of God's rewards. Milton Wells of the Asseaably
of God Church sums up the spiritual qualifications of a pioneer pastor.
He mast have an intense love for the Lord Jesus Christ, thm
fulness of the Spirit, a deep concern for people, a friendly
and cheerful disposition, a spirit of sacrifice, a clear and
rich knowledge of the Scriptures, a vibrant prayer life, a
vital faith, a stick-to-it-iveness which will make him
determined to be steadfast , a joy ia laborious work, a
readiness to suffer for Christ, a holy fear of covetousness,
a humble aad lowly spirit, aad chiefest of all, he must
glory ia the Cross not only as a way of atonement but as
a way of life.
Aye. There is no set rule that a pioneer pastor must be a certain
age. The only conclusions that can be given as to a man's age are those
opinions of those church extension authorities who have observed what
they believe to be the best age. A man who is able to command the
^%lea WUliamson. "Extremob *' The Free Mothodist, LXLII
(December 16. 1958). p. 19, a quote from Oswald J. Smith in The
Consuming Firm (Zondervan).
^^Wells. op. cit. , p. 6.
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respect and goodwill of tho community is old enough for this ministry,
hut a certain age alone does not qualify a person to gain this. Those
who favor a young man give these reasons: (1) low salaries often
discourage more experienced men;^^ (2) most of the people in the new
suburban areas are young adults, thus a man their age with their interests
13
can reach them better; (3) young men with vision and seal who work
closely with conference leaders have worked with success;^* (4) experience
for at least one year under the direction of an older man is most helpful.
According to C. T. I>enbo, Superintendent of the Wabash Conference of
the Free Methodist Church, some experience is desirable, but he
would "prefer the vigor of youth even without experience. "^^ A Church
*'Neil A. Winegarden, "Problems of Church Extension, " New
Churches for a New America (Winona LmMm, �&diana: Light and Life
Press, no date), p. 26.
^'Letter from Carl Ramsey, Executive Secretary of the Board of
Missioas and Evangelism of the Cumberland Presbyterian Charch,
April 7, 1961.
^^Mitehell, loc. eit.
^^Letter from C. H. Yadon, General Honae Missionary Director
of the United PentecosUl Church, 364S South Grand Blvd. , St. Louis
18, Missouri, March 20, 1961.
^^Letter from Rev. C. T. Denbo, Superintendent of the Wabash
Conference of the Free Methodist Church, 204 State Bank Building,
Washington, Indiana, April 17, 1961.
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of the Brethren policy for pioneer paitora ia that they ahould have at
17leaat three years of escperience in the paatorate.
Other church extenaion leaders gave their reasons for preferring
"seasoned and tested leadership":^^ (1) a man directly out of seminary
lacks noaterity and experience which often hurta both the church and his
own ministry to fbUow;^^ (Z) a young man often lacks patience to see
2Q
a new church established; (3) when a new church is a cooperative pro
ject, few youB|( miaisters 'Ss�nt to expose themselves to the close
scrutiniaation of their fellow ministers and their natioaal leaders. " *
Training. The qualifications in training given by denominational
leaders were as follows: (1) an ordained minister who can give sound
^''"Church Extension Policies" (A Report approved by the General
Brotherhood Board of the Church of the Brethren, March, I960), p. 1.
(Mimeographed. )
^^Letter from W. E. Reed, General Secretary of the Board of
Church Extension and Home Missions of the Church of God, Anderson,
Indiana, P.O. Box 69, March 29, 1961.
I^Ramsey, loc. cit.
^^Letter from Arthur L. Dean, Architect, Church Building
Counselor for the Church of the Brethren, March 21, 1961.
2lRoed, loc. cit.
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doctrinal laadorship to tho new efanrch;^^ (2) a aenninary graduate of one
own aonminary to onablo him to interpret the doctrines and policies of the
21
ehurehi and (3) one with special training in church extension strategy.
Idost new communities will have a siseable number of people who have
superior training and ability; thus the pioneer pastor who is welMrained
will be able to reach these ccnamunity leaders better.
Other employment. The opinions of church leaders concerning
whetlwr or not a pioneer pastor should have other employment are
divided. Those who favor a pastor working believe a secular Job to
be an asset, giving him excellent contacts with the people of the
community which would otherwise be difficult to make. However, even
with those who fsvor this opinion, a Job is to be considered i^y tem
porary uatil the new congregation can support the pastor. The Church
^^x^tter from James K. Leitch, X>irector of the Department of
New Church Development and Building Aid Board of National Missions
of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. , 475 Riverside Drive,
New York 27. New York, March 30, 1961.
^^Kaan�ef, loc. cit.
2*"Church Extension Policies, " loc. cit.
25wells. o�. cit. , p. 7.
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of tha Brethren hat obeerved that |^rt*tfme paatort or working paetore
can never lead to the attainment of the fall potential of a church. The
Coogregatieaal Churehea iaaiat that "aeither the miniater nor hia wife
wUl accept any other employment. ^'^^
The Qualitioa Weeded for a Thrivii^ Church
The one great purpoae of the church ia to evaageliae the world.
No part of the church*a program can be juatifled unleaa this is the
goal, but ia order to properly carry out Christ's commission a
church must worship, trala, and serve. The pioneer pastor must always
be aware that he is laying a foundation and that if that foundation is not
Christ and the Word of God, the spiritual leaders who follow his ministry
will not be able to build upon his labors. His emphasis must be grounded
ia the Word, his methods must be Biblical methods, and his goals must
be Kingdom goals. He is not called to teach man's tradition or his own
ideas, but to thoro�^hly wia, train, and build people in Christ. Because
the beginning church will lack much of the attractive program of a
larger church, the attraction to the church wUl have to be Christ and
his way of life expressed through his body, the Church.
26xra D. Black, Director, *lhtggested Procedures for Sstablishiag
New Congregational Churches Where Board of Kbme Miasions Aid Is
Desired" (A Report of the Department of City Work of thm Board of Home
Missions of the Congregati^Mil and Christian Churches, December, l9S6)i
p. 2. IMimeegraphed. )
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Werahip Pyegram. Tha pastor ol a now church Is responsible lor
seeing that an outstanding worship program is carried forward. An
outstanding worship service does not imply the best of talent being
incorporated in an aesttietieally perfect settiagt rather, it means
conducting a service which is meaniagfiil to those who consider thai
God is worth all of their devotion and have come to express their love
to God together. The awareness of the closeness ol the presence ol
God within the heart ol man constitutes a call lor worship. The pastor
ol a new church may find it necessary to adapt to music which the
majority ol the peoj^e know rather than insist on his lavorite hymns to
be sung or played Irom service to service. His manner ol conducting
the worship services should be Iriendly and warm. As a man olGod
he is to clearly present the whole counsel ol God. preaching, teachiag.
aAd exhortiag the fleck ol his fold to follow the Good Shepherd whole -
hesrtedly.
Not only should the pastor emphasise the whole group worshipping
together, but he should encourage smaller groups aad individuals to
worship aad pray regularly. The greatest purpose for worshipping is
to regain strength in order to better spread the good oews.
Serviee for AU. Worship should always lead to service aad service
once again to worship. Since God loves all. He desires all to be given
attention.
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Today families are dolag things together, but the church no longer
l��s the attention of the family's interests as it did at one time. The
wise pastor must not demand so much in the church program that the
Christian family has no time to grow together outside of church activi
ties, yet at the same time he must guide the church to offer service
fl^pportunities for the whole family every week.
Missionary Emphasis. Every church must have o�^reaeh or
becmne ingrown, and this includes the new suburban church. This
outreach is not to be limited only to the local church or even its own
country but to the whole world. Interest in missions is proven by
prayer, giving, and going.
On the surface it appears io many that a new church which is
heavily subsidised should not givet however no church is excused
from sharing. The Cimiberlaad Presbytsriaa Church believes that
every aew church should give 15% of its local receipts, excluding the
building fund, to outreach. Their belief is that if a church does not
have a "concern lor those beyond the local community it cannot be
Christian ia its own area. "^^
^'^Ramsey, loc. cit.
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TIm policy of the Church of the Brethren ie that from the time a
new church eetablithes a budget. 19% of that amount ateadily increaaing
to a goal of 50% of the budget, should be given to outreach. This
emphasis gets the new congregation into a good habit from the beginning.
hi the Assembly ofGod Church "the healthiest pioneer church is a church
with a vision for home mission projects. "^^ What applies to "home"
missioas api^lies equally to "fereiga" missions. The new church should
leara early that as with individuals. "It is more blessed to give than to
receive. "
To further the continued flow of blessings upon a new church a
proven concern aad program for the poor and elderly should be faith-
fttUy carried forth.
Training. The pioneer pastor, as does the pastor of any estab
lished church, must aot only proclaim the will of God to the people, but
train them to do the will of God. The command of Christ is to teach
them everything He taught His disciples. The great concern of the
2ft �?When Planning a New Coagregatlon, " og. cit. , p. 2.
29Wells, 0�. ^it. . p. 14.
30Acta 205 35 <King James Versioa)
31* U is amasing to find the great importance given to the subject
of helping the poor. Consult a leading concordance and notice this
Biblical emphasis.
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3Z
pioaeer pastor is to se� a soul-winning church, that is. a church
where nnany find Christ as Saviour and where converts find a spiritual
atnaosphere conducive to strong growth. What the pastor desires in
his people he must be and do himself. The best training is done by
e3�mple. The Apostle Paul encouraged his converts to fellow him as
33
he followed Christ. Whether young or old the pastor must be an
example "in word. In conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in
purity.
Tht church is composed of people and is not the place where these
people meet, nor is the church the program of these people, it is the
people themselves, with Christ working through them in all their different
social, economic, educational, cultural and religious backgrounds. These
people. In spite of differences are to be loved by pastor and each other.
When the church is united, progress can be made, when it is divided
35
disaster is the rvH*. The pastor is responsible for traiaiag his flock
^^Oae of the newest books today on the subject of soul -winning is
How To Have a Soul-Winaiag Church by Geae Edumrds. In this book are
practical s�^eetlons to help the pastor direct his church to become a
soul-winni^ church.
Theasalonians 3:9
3'*I Timothy 4:12 (King James Version)
^^Matthew 12:25
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that there are other flocka who love the Great Shepherd too and that
love and fellowehip ahonld prevail between all of those who love and
serve Christ. A deep loyalty and devotion should also be developed
annong the people lor their own denomination.
Every Christian is an evaagelist. Every Christian is a witneas.
A witness, aeeordiag to Whittaker Chambers, "is a man whose life and
faith are titie aame. Aad when he is given opportunity to testify concerning
his faith he does so regardless of the consequence!. "^^ The first duty
of a Christian aad a church alike is to share Christ, aad in order to do
this effectively there must be thorotE^h training almig with consistent
practice. Spiritual muscles are developed by correct exercise, hx
order to traia personal evaagelists the pastor must be an example of a
soul wiaaer. Not cmly must the methods of soul wiaaing be taught but
the power ol the fullaess ol the Holy Spirit must be demonstrated. The
realisation that the whole commimity, and world, is to be evangelized
should cause the new church to go everywhere compelling people to come
to Christ.
�3eHOperatloa Stretch, " A Report Prepared by the Ceotenary
Observaace Committee ol the Free Methodist Church (Wiaena I^Oce,
Indiana: Light and Lile Press), p. 11.
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Only God can give tha new birth'" to a porson, bat He has entrusted
the Church to care for the new spiritual babes of the kingdom. In order
to see converts mature in Christ, dedicated discipleship among the older
Christians must be taught. It takes time to develop a Christian to full
38 39
stature. Jesus taught His disciples by close association, ^ and in
order for the church to recognise its first love and power, Christians
will have to lose their lives, deny themselves daily and follow Christ in
order to be in close association with new converts and to win others.
The pioneer pastor cannot neglect the more established Christians
and hope to build a strong church. They, too. need training, aad that
much more than may be suggested by observation. The Bible is the
great Textbook, and people are greatly desiring to know the truth of
God; thus the pastor needs to know the Bible well and how to teach its
golden truths to those who have known Christ for some time.
Even though a new church will not always be able to offsr the
37John 3:3
38�|^osians 4:13
39Dr. Robert Coleman, Professor of Evangelism at Asbury
Theological Seminary, has recently written a book. The Master Plan^
which presents clearly how Jesus won His disciples aad trained them to
wia others by being closely associated with the disciples constantly.
Dr. Coleman shows that Jesus' plan was a Master plan which the church
should use in every age in order to be successful.
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entire denominational program to the community from the beginning, it
should aa soon as possible work through all the departmants of the pro
gram ao everyone will have an opportunity to be trained and to serve.
The Sunday School, and separate training and service organizations for
children, youth, and both men and women of the church are set up to
build strong churches; thus the pioneer pastor must be well acquainted
with each program and know how and when to see these programs become
a vital part of church life. The pastor is responsible for training in a
simple but thorough way the governmental set-up of the denomination.
Many misunderstandings which often cause tenoporaxy set-backs in church
growth can be airaided if the pastor makes sure every member iuiows
how the church's polity operates.
The methods and suggestions presented in this chapter reveal
plainly the importance of the laying of a solid foundation right at the
beginning of the new church by the means of a Spirit-led pastor who
will give his life for the sake of a Christ -centered church program. A
good beginning is necessary to establish a healthy church which wUl
grow through all its future tests and victories.
CHAPTER V
GETTING THE BUILDING STARTED
Th� statement of tho title of this investigation. "Beginning
Churches ia New Suburban Communities. " clarifies to some extent as
to how inclusive this chapter will be. To begin a church is not to
complete it. and to start a church building program is not to follow
the entire program to the completion of the master plan unit. This
chapter will be limited to the three aspects of: (I) the buildiag committee's
work until the letting of the contract for construction of the first unit of
the permaaeat building; and (2) the finance committee's work in investi
gating the methods of financing the building construction; and <3) the
consideration of time needed for a subsidised church to become self-
supporting.
1 THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
The consideration here is not to attempt to reveal an ideal
denominational or local church building committee organisation. The
purpose is merely to present several of the real concerns which will
be the responsibility of an approved connmittee to investigate and present
to the church for approval.
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The Need for an Architect
The building comaaittee mutt tente its great ret|M�nsibility right
from itt beginning work to not ohlf the present and future congregation
but also to the community and to the Lord. ^ A faithful chairman should
guide the coaomitte^ and a secretary record the minutes of all the meet
ings. The comimittee will not have to work long until the need becomes
obvious that professional guidance is needed, for even to consider a
first unit building, the fact that it is a part of a long-range program of
growth and construction must be faced. Quick Judgment and lack of
intelligent planning on the first unit building are likely to cause serious
problems and added expense in later constructicm, plus the sense of
never being satisfied with a building which does not fit into the total
complete building.
As this problem is faced others will arise quickly as soon as the
committee realises that it is responsible for investigating the following
items: (1) the worship program with consideration of furniture, stained-
glass windows, musical instruments, color and other ideas; {Z) the
educational program which means estimating the number of rooms
'Architectural Guide for Church and School Buildings, A Eeport
Prepared by the Lutheran Church- -Missouri Synod (210 Broadway, St.
t>ouis 2, Missouri: 1961), p. 9.
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nottdttd, aiie of room* for oaeh ago, aad proper eqaipnaeati (3) the
fellowahip aad aoeial prograao which wiU mean that careful atteation
he given to an adequate fellowship hall which will have multiple uses, a
kitcWn aad adequate storage lor fellowship oeeds; (4) the selectiag el
aa architeetj ($) the source, choice aad prices ol materials; (6) the
dlrectiog ol a campaiga to promote enthusiasm and educatloa about the
new building and close cooperation with the finance conomittee through
out the planning; (7) the intelligent study of advantages or disadvaatages
of ueiaf donated labor, whether or aot to build on one level or more,
whether or not to hire a geaeral contractor, or general superintendent
to sub-contract the work, or allow the pastor to act as overseer; and
(8) all the special facilities of storage, maiatenaace, laadscaping,
parking, charch offices, heating, alr-conditioaiag and lighting. With
such a compleicity- ol duties, prolessional guidance la needed and an
architect Is the man best qualllied to give advice and assistance.
There are aumerous reasons why an architect should be employed.
The architect is traiaed for this field of interest just as a doctor is
trained to help the sick. A building that is well -planned and attractive
is always a better iavestment thaa a baUdiag which has been designed
by those who have had no training in design or sound struetural principles.
Both the church and the contraetor(s) depead upon competitive bidding
for foir prices. Unless there are complete plans aad specUicatioas
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drawn hy Ihft architect, competitive bidding is not possible. The
architect is expected to be unbiased by commercial considerations in
accepting quality materials and workmanship going into the construction.
A man who ia an expert by training and ex|Mirienco can serve better than
those who have diversified interests and oMigatlons. In order to safe
guard the church, the architect is the church's professional advisor
and representative throughout the entire period of construction. He
knows the agencies to contact, the codes, aoaing and fire laws and
inspects the construction to see that the contractor (s) is fulfilling his
responsibilities that he promised in the contract and negotiates for any
ordinances desired by the church. The cost for hiring an architect's
services generally are only 6-8% of the total cost of the building, and
a good architect with his advantages of experience will save the church
2
a sum larger than his fee.
A church extension leader of the Church of God, Anderson, Indiana,
has found from experience, "that it does not cost any more money to build
according to a well -engineered plaa than by an inferior plan.'�
2a Guide to Church Planning; The $maU Church Section I A Eeport
Prepared by the Joint Committee on Architecture of the Section of Church
Extension, Division of Home Missions and Church Extension and the De
partment of the Local Church Board of Education of the Methodist Church
(P.O. Box 871, Nashville 2, Tenaesseej 1952), pp. 12-20.
^i^tter from W. E. Reed, General Secretary of the Board of Church
Extension and Home Missions of the Church of God, Anderson, Mdiana,
P.O. Box 69, March 29, 1961.
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Preparing for the Architect
Before the architect can begin his work on the drawing board,
muat know what the church needs are now and what they will be in the
future. Here are some steps which can be taken by the building com
mittee before an architect is hired.
I. Consider all the serTiees and organisations of the church to
make sure that the building will serve every group.
2. Study the coaomunity and pep>a^tioa by age groups aad treads.
If a recent census has not beea taken, a census of the community
coiqpled with public school enrollment statistics by ages caa help estl-
nr\ate the sixe of departonents of the Sunday School in the Aiture. One
of the flrat steps in the work of the architect will be to draw a master
plan and he will have to know the estimated projected size of each
Sunday School departmeat.
3. Estimate the probable fiaaacial resources aad how much the
congregatioB will choose to allow for the first uait as well as the com*
pleted plant.
4. Make a study of evaluation of other new church building pre-
grams both of other denominations aad one's own, gathering pictures,
blueprints and other literature from the new churches, begin collecting
pictures of equifiment, types of styles of buildings and samples of
materials.
5. Write a check list of the needs of the entire church program
presently and for the fature and continue to add ideas to this list as
they are suggested by the conomittee and congregation.
6. Coosider the dcHoniaaat architectural style in the neighborhood
aad consider what style^ cfaurtch building would most harmoniously
"beloag" to the community.
Gothic, Colonial, extemporary, Spanish, etc.
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7. Learn well the live eesentials ol good conetructiotti strength,
convenience olnse lor ell people, heanty, permaaeat satislaction in
design, workmaaship and material, worshipfolness. '
8. Obtaia denominational advice.
9. Be sure to be ready to clearly deline the nature ol the church's
goals aad staadarde, its worship practices aad beliefs ol stewardship to
the architect. This will help guide his choice ol anaterials, desiga aad
fiuraishiags. The reason lor this is ably expressed by W. �. Reed,
Geaeral Secretary ol the Board ol Church Exteasioa and Home Missions
ol the Church el God, Aadersoa, Xadiana:
& Is our conviction that the church building should express the
faith ol the congregation, that it should be faaetiiemally arranged
to give expression to the program ol the church, and that its
design should give a perpetual witness lor Christ in the com
munity. ^
Selecting the Architect
The choice ol an architect who will work closely and harmoaiously
with the hullding eonunittee Is one ol the main lactors in determining the
success el a building campaign. Utmost attention should be given to the
choice ol aa architect. One ol the best ways to become acquainted with
an architect Is through a close observatioa ol his past experience. Aa
architect who is tryiag to build monuments to hinasell by creating designs
'When We Buttd: A Guide lor All Pastors and Laymen, A Report
Prepared by the Departmeat ol Church Architecture, a divis ion ol Home
Missions aad Church Extension ol the Board ol Missions and the Evangelical
Uaited Brethren Church (601 W. Riverview Avenue, Daytoa 6, Ohio: no
date), pp. 14-20.
^Reed, loc. cit.
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of oxtravaganco should b� cautiously coasidovod. It is always wisa to
check with such orgaaisatioae as A. �. for recmnmended architects
who are ea^rieaeed with evaagelieal elmreh constructioa. The
Amerlcaa bistitute of Architects will provide a list of their architect
noenahers who, as meosbers of the orgaaiaation, have pledged themselves
to a high ethical code of busiaess coaduct. An architect who belongs
to the Church Architectural CuUd of America will have had added traia
iag aad experience ia church aad church school buildiags.
Thm flexibility of the architect to adapt to differiag jobs should
be checked by coataetiag buUding committees the architect has worked
with la the paet. Refereaees from contractors, building inspectors and
planning commissions are valuable sources of evaluating an architect.
The bulldii^ committee may wish to eeleet oae architect from
several quallfled mea by havlag separate interviews with each. All of
the previously meatioaed duties of an archlteet will have to be considered
by the one man who is chosen for the job. Before the architect is per
mitted to begin ia his work, a writtea contract of services to be rendered
aad fees to be paid should be sigoed.
'^A copy of "The Staadards of Professioaal Practice" by the
Americaa lastitute of Architects should be obtained and read by the
members of the Buildiag Committee.
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Building committees need to beware of tbe danger in selecting
some architectural work being done today. Whenever stock plans are
*^8�sted it must be remembered that building codes and laws, climates.
materials, and customs greatly vary from place to place. Reliable
architectural services may mean a savings even over what would be
saved by purchasing a stock plan. ?'Salesmen" architects who hire
most of their work done by others and who often make a very fa^^rable
ia^ression by their use of visual aids and excellent advertising often
have little true concern for the client other than money. The Package
Service approach which claims to save the client money on the basis
of unified resources and control naany times does not have a design
nor construction methods which please the congregation and at the same
time, the owner forfeits protection and control and eliminates com
petitive bidding. The building committee needs to be cautious of
architects who prepare free sketches to get the job. because it should
be realised that a building can be designed only after a thorough con-
8
sideratioa of the church's program.
^Architectural Guide for Church and School Buildings, op. cit. ,
p. 29.
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The buildiag comxnittea guidad hf tha tuggastioat ol tho arehiteet
will docida whothor or not tho ehuroh will have a baaement or more than
one level above ground. ^ The trend ia to locate the entire church plant
oa one level. Another important deciafoii to conaider ia whether or not
donated labor ahould be uaed lor part ol the conatruction. II donated
labor ia uaed the building committee muat check a aet ol rulea which
will be lollowed by thoae who oiler their aervicea.
Deciding Who Will greet the Building
Tbe moat aimple way, aa for aa the building committee ia concerned,
to aee that the church building ia erected, ia to give a general contractor
the entire reepmiaibility ol conatructing the total buildiag. Aa a rule thia
la the moat coetly methodj however, a general contractor can aometimea
aubmit a hid ao eloae tu that which It would coat il the building were sub*
ceatracted that it is fiaaacially foasible to award the buildiag to the geaeral
coatracter. In most eases a church can save a considerable amiount by
^Three articles which give the reasons for and against building on
aoere thaa one level are (1) "What Price the Church Basemeatt " by John
R. Seotford in The Pastor's Journal, March-April, IfBBi (1) "Building
oa Oae Level, or More, " published by the Natioaal Council ol CIrarches
ol Christ la the U. S. A. (Briels for Church Builders, aumber Z)i and (3)
"Basements for Churches, Pro and Con, " by H. M. King el the Methodist
Chureh.
^^Aa excellent presentation ol this sub|eet is an article entitled
"Buildiag with Donated Labor" by H. M. Klag, Director ol Church Exten
sion ol the Methodist Church.
S6
��b-ceatractlng the baUdiag aad kUriog aa axpertaneed eonatraetion
auperlntaadant to soparviae the whole program. The problem too often
in da^g thia ia that a auitable superintendent nuty not be available and
the pastor of the church bears this responsibility. �ven though the pastor
may be qualified to sn|>erintend the construction, it will have to be decided
which is more valuable, the pastor's time devoted to being a true shepherd
who is carrying out his spiritual responsibilities, or the saving of a sum
of money which could be given, most likely, by sacrificial giving of the
members. If the Imllding committee can bear the responsibility of caring
for the eujb-coatraetiiii[ without plaeiag the burdea upon the pastor, the
church caa save a considerable amouat of money and feel |u8tified in
doing so. It would be extremely difficult to sub-contract a building with
out the detailed plans and st^ervision of the architect. This does not hint
that the architect will act as building superintendent but oaly that he will
iasi^ct the buildiag at different intervals to see that the contractors are
properly meeting their obligations.
Since the building committee is responsible for the letting of the
contracts the loUowiag suggeetions slu�uld be considered.
1. If possible, hire a qualified man to act as coordinator who
will consistently get competitive bids on materials aad labor contracts.
2. Get three, preferably four, bids before letting each contract.
3, Don't award the contract to a member or friend of the church
just because he has that relationship. Other bids may be lower and better.
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4. Check the character , workmanship, qnality of materials, and
reliability of the bidder. The lowest bid may not be the best.
S* B� sure to recheck each bid to see that each competitor has
included everything for which the bid was intended to cover.
6. Before signing a contract be certain that the church will be able
to meet its financial obligations on schedule.
7. Never confuse an estimate with a signed, dated bid.
8. Don't be pressured into signing a contract. Wait for the best
bid.
9. Carefully file each contract for future reference.
The building committee's responsibility is much greater than most
persons realise. The duty of serving on this committee should be con
sidered a privilege. Spiritual leaders should occupy the positions on the
building committee.
n. THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
The finance committee of a new suburban church is responsible for
working closely with the building conn�nittee in carefully investigating
every possibility of seeing that the new church is erected in such a way
that it will honor Christ. The financing of the new building should be an
exciting spiritual experience for the entire congregation.
"Getting the Most from Your Contract,
" Christian Life, XIX
(January. 1958), pp. 58-59.
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Most dsnominations today hava mathods wheraby a new congregation
can apply for a financial grant if the new church nneets the requirements
set up for qualifying lor the grant. At least one denomination finds
'limited grants" preferable to give. These are grants made without
requiring a payment for a period of years and when the payments begin
12
no interest is charged.
Other churches which have been begun and nurtured by another
church, such as the First Baptist Church of Eugene, Oregon, give the
property to the new church when it becomes independent. The pastor,
Vance Webster, believes that if the new church is made to pay back the
13
mother church that it will be a handicap to the new church in expanding.
Most churches which are begun today have not had such a policy presented
for the financing of their new building and have to consider other methods
to finance at least a major portion of their first unit building.
There are four main methods for financing a new church: (1) by
caah and pledges; (2) through the sale of bonds; (3) through loans from
members and friends; and (4) through loans from lending agencies.
^^Marlo H. Berger, "Steps in Opening a New Mission Church"
(A Report of the Division ol Home Missions and Church Extension ol the
Evangelical United Brethren Church, Dayton 2, Ohio), pp. 4-5.
^^Neil A. Winegarden, "Problems ol Church Extension, " New
Churches for a New America,( Winona Lake, Indiana: Light aad Lile Press,
no date), p. 31.
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IUi�i�g C>�h �ttd Pledges
Tke beet metbod of securing funds for a building program is through
cash and pieces. It is obvious that it is better to have money given to the
chureh than loaned to the church.
The self-directed campaign. The most common type of fund raising
campaign is the self-directed campaign. Using this method the chureh
takes the responsibility of conducting the campaign with no oiitside assistance.
The responsibility of this committee will be to estimate the giving potent!^
of the coagregatlon and set a realistic goal to be given over a period of
most g�m�-^"v not over 150-156 weeks, in wtekly and monthly payments.
People seem to hesitate to make commitments beyond three years, and it
is hard to keep up enthusiasm for a period longer than this. The best
time for a campaign is in the fall aad winter months. Pledge cards, an
attractive broc^re, and various other publicity materials will be pre|�red
well in advance of the campaign. An expense budget of a|S|>reximately 1%
of the amount to be raised will usually defray the cost of the self-directed
campaign. Adequate time must be given before the campaign in order to
make sure that every committee member has every item ready before the
actual soliciting of funds. A "Kick-off" or "Loyalty" dinner maybe
planned. This affords a time when the members and friends of the church
meet for a meal to hear speakers and to ask questions, after which pledges
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may be securcdi to save time ia personal solicitation. Teams of can
vassers must be chosen, and trained to go into the homes of all those
not attending the "Loyalty" dinner. The "Loyalty Sunday"*'* method
which has been successful may be used. Instead of taking pledges in
the home, the canvassers merely visit in the home and present the
plaa� answer questions and get the people to promise to attend church
on "Loyalty Sunday. " On this special Sunday the pastor presents an
inapirational sermon on stewardship, a special offering is taken, and
each person is given an opportunity to present his pledge at the altar.
Since the raising of money is a spiritual experience, the week of intensely
presenting the program should be preceded by a week of prayer, and
those soliciting funds should be partakers in a dedication service. The
committee will want to noake sure that everyone has a chance to give;
thus a follow-up plan should be adopted to continue the soliciting of new
members and friends of the church as well as those who could not be
15
contacted during the campaign.
^^Bonneau P. Murphy. The Building and Care of Methodist Church
Property (New York: Division of National Missions, Board of Missions
of the Methodist Church, 1961), p. 18.
^^Milton C. Wolfer, "Financing the New Church" (A Report spon
sored by NA�), pp. 1-2. (Mimeographed.)
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Hiring a profeagiooal fand-raiaer. If the chureh is raising an
amount of over $50, 000, it may he beat to hire a profeaaionel fund-raiaing
agency. The prejudice towarda fund-raiaing organiaationa*^ ia awiftly
leaving.. There are two plana uaed by the profeasional fund-raiaera, the
firat utiliaing laymen who are trained by a specialiat, and the aecond plan
entrusting the visiting to experienced personnel. The fund-raiser takes
the burden from the pastor and church leaders and also takes with him
any irritations encountered dxxring the campaign. The most common
complaint in using professional fund-raisers is that the campaign brings
a commercial emphasis which destroys the spiritual benefit. The fund
raisers claim that the spiritual level of a church is usually the higheet
ever after a campaign. *� Another common claim these men noake is that
because of thorough knowledge of methods, budgets and tested experience
their campaign will produce a greater percentage of the potential giving
of the church, thus the expense involved in conducting the campaign is
^^"Policies Adopted by the 1958 Home Mission Conference of the
Lutheraa Church-Missouri Syaod" (A Report givea with reference to the
development of a aew mission field), p. 28. (Mimeographed. )
^''"New View on Church Fund Raising, " Christian Life, XVU
(July, 1955), p. 2L
^*Ibld. , p. 22.
nmor� thaa jaalUiad. The finaac� committea ahoald carefaily avalaate
whethar or not tho hiring ol a prolotsional director would be prolitable.
These are some suggestions to those who may desire to use this method:
1. Be certain that the man who claims to represeat any certain
company is a bona fide representative.
2. Investigate the reactions ol those churches who hired the lirm
being considered.
3. Be sure to understand all the linaacial arrangements before
signing a contract.
4. Having the wholehearted approval ol the members ol the church
belore hiring a lirm is an importaat consideration.
S. Check with the local association ol commerce if in doubt about
the reliability of the organisation.
After the pledges have been ma^ and construction has begun,
another method of raising money for the chureh is encouraging people
to make memorial gilts to the church ol such items as windows, a
musical instrument and furniture.
Selling Bonds
A method which is being used widely today to finance new churches
is the selling of bonds. Investors, preferably mmTahnrm and friends of
*^Paul H. Chase, "Fund Raisers Win Dedication to Christ. "
Christian Life. XXU (May, I960), pp. 26-38.
20"New View on Church Fund Raising. " o�. _cit. , p. 23.
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the chttTch. htty these bonds which asuelly rsnge from $50 to $500.
The interest rate is generally 5% payable semi-annually. These bonds
carry interest coupons which are presented twice each year for interest
payments (aimple interest). Either the church treasurer or, preferably,
the bank may handle the payment of interest. Within a period of ten
to fifteen years the bonds usually mature. If two dollars for each
$1000 of indebtedness is deposited every week, this amount is sufficient
to pay principal and interest in thirteen and one -half years. An attorney
should draw up a document approved by the church for such a method to
be used. Judge J. S. Bracewell of Houston, Texas, states that in sixteen
years not one of 850 churches have had a single default in payment using
21this method. The advaatages of securiag funds through issuing bonds to
the members aad friends of the church is that those purchasing the bonds
22
geaerally wiU have a more active intereet in the church.
Borrowing Funds from Members and Friends
There are three types of loans made to a church by individuals.
The first of these is a non-interest-bearing loan made to the church for
**Ibid.
22wolter, op. cit. , p. 4.
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an Indefinite time. In return the chnrch issues promisory notes for
these loans. The second type of loan is an interest -hearing loan which
is like the first type of loan except it hears a stated amount of interest.
A third plan whereby a church can borrow money from individuals is
throi^h several insurance companies which have varied plans whereby
a loan is made to the church and "in return for the loan an insurance
23IMslicy is taken out by the lender or his name insured. " Each of these
methods of borrowing through the insurance plan should be investigated
if the church is interested in borrowing through individuals.
Another method of borrowing from individuals is by having those
members who choose to mortgage their own property and loan the money
to the church. The church then makes the mortgage payments for the
individual or the individual may do so if he desires. As a rule it is
difficult to raise a large amount ofmoney through these various methods
of borroving money from individuals.
Borrowing Throtiyh 3Leadin^ Agencies
The last of the most common methods of financing a new church is
23lbid.
^^Architectural Guide for Church and School Buildings, op. cit. ,
p. 13.
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through regular leading ageucies. These lending ageneias will usually
demand a first mortgage on the church property. The most usual source
for obtaining a church loan in this category is the savings and loan associa
tion. A loan from this source seldom exceeds 50% of the appraised value
of the church and is usually a ten-year loan. Federal regulations limit
the percentage of loans made for non -residential purposes; thus In
some instances a loan may not be obtainable from this source.
State banks are usually a better source for church loans than
federal banks because of the strict regulations on federal banks. A bank
will loan not more than 50% of the cost of the appraisal value of the church.
The interest rate on bank loans is generally higher than the savings and
loan association's rates and a twelve year or less repayment method is
demanded. Iavestment brokers will sometimes loan money to a church
with iaterest rates slightly above tlu>se of savings and loan companies for
a period of ten to fifteen years. Any company asking for a first mort
gage should at the time of formal application for a loan be presented witli:
(I) the plans and specifications of the building; (2) estimates and sometimes
bids on the costs of the building; (3) a statement of what plan the church
has for repaying the loan; and (4) those records of the church which will
Ibid.
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�how the finaaces of tho church *nd giving p�r member, and the names
of reputable businessmen or farmers ia the church who might be known
to the banker.
A safe rule to follow advocated by one authority in calculating the
amount to be borrowed by a church is to find the mean of these three
figures: (1) oae -third of the total value of the property} (2) $200 per
resident membership family; and (3) four times the amount of the
27
operating budget. A debt which is too great will discourage the
people, but one which will encourage sacrificial giving is a ehaaienge.
The debt should be liquidated as soon as possible with the average loan
being repaid in ten years^� aad seldom to succeed a fifteen year period.
m. SUBSIDY AND SELF-SUPPORT
Becauae such a large percentage of new churches are heavily sub
sidised an investigation was made as to how long it should take a congre
gation to becoooe self-supporting. The general concensus of opinion from
26Wolter. op. cit. , p. 5.
^^John R. Wilkins, Let's Build (New York: Division of Natioaal
Missions. Board of Missions of the Methodist Church, rev. ed. 1957),
p. 42.
"�"Murphy, 0�. cit. , p.40 .
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church extension leaders was that a new church sLould conapletely
support its entire program in a matter of five years. One director
believed that two years was long enough'^ for subsidy, and another
director considered three yeara to be a maximum time to receive out
side support. The great danger in supporting a church too long is that
the members become "spiritually pauperised" by not doing what they
should in sacrificial giving, for as Roland Allen so plainly states, "Nothing
is so weakening as the hmhit of depending upon others for those things which
we ought to supply ourselves. "
29sotne of those churches suggesting five years as a normal amount
of time in which a church should be completely self-suf^rting are (1) The
Free Methodist Church; (2) Congregational and Christian Church; (3) Evange
lical and Reformed Church; (4) The Methodist Church; (5) Church of God,
Anderson, Indiana; and (6) The Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
^^Letter from C.H. Yadon, Home Missions Director of the United
Pentecostal Chureh, 3645 S. Grand Blvd. , St. Louis 18, Missouri,
March 20, 1961.
3* Letter from R. C. Hawkins, Secretary of Church Extension of
the Pilgrim Holiness Church, 226-230 E. Ohio Street, fodianapolis 4,
Indiana. March 24. 1961.
32Berger, og. cit. . p. 4.
^^Winegarden, op. cit. , p. 25. quoting Rolaad Allen, Spontaneous
Expansion of the Church, p. 47.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In apitn of tho fhct thnt Amerlen'o church rolls contain tho largest
percentage of her people in the nation's history, the tremendous increase
in the crime rates and the lowering of moral standards among a great
portion of the people clearly proclaim that America is facing a crisis
hour. Evangelical Christians must once again, as did the early Christians,
take the offensive and go everywhere proclaiming that Christ has died for
the sins of the whole world. Because of the rapid movement of the nation's
population to the great metropolian areas and a great percentage of the
people moving to new suburban communities, evangelicals must begin
thousands of new churches in these areas now and in the near future.
Before rushing into the first suburb that appears to be a good mission
field, the group eager to start a new chureh must determine whether or not
the area is over -churched. Through considering the opinions of the local
comity group, and making a thorough survey of the commtsmity's religious
preferences and the population trends by a competent canvasser, a group
can consider objectively the advisability of beginning a new church in that
area. Some groups find it better to establish churches in areas where the
homes range from $20, 000 upwards while other churches are able to
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��tabliah thriving congrngationa in "aaiddin cUaa" arena and communities
where the homea are even more modeat. The real criterion, however,
lor entering any community ia how much that area needa the goafwl ol
Jesua Chriat.
In thia modern age much ol the aueceaa ol a chureh*a growth can be
dependent ^im a good location in the community. Svangelieale muat plan
ahead by purehaaii^ property before all the choice lead ia aold. The
church muet be easily assessible to the people it wishes to serve. Its
location should be visible to a maximum number ol people it wishes to
serve aad should be located near a connmuaity local point. Enoagh lead
should be purchased at the begiaaiag in order to allow lor the total future
program of the church.
Begiaaing the church program will differ from church to chureh
aad area to area. Churches have beea succeeslully started in the home
ol a laymaa or a minister, in rented buildiags (most usually public school
bttlldiaga), la tent meetings aad iadoor evaogelistic crusades in a large
community auditorium, in parsonage -chapel units, ia temporary chapels,
aad ia first uait buildiags provided by a mother ehareh(es).
The pastor ol a new church muet aot oaly be qualllied spiritually,
but he should prelerably have seminary training, be ordained aad be
well aequaiated with his deaomiaatioa's staadards, history aad govern
ment. While some churches have been started successfully by men who
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have had to take eeealar work to eapport their lamiliea, other churehea
find it extremely dilficult to aucceed if the paator haa any other employ
ment.
The entire program of the new church muat be centered about
evangeliam. The worahip aervicea, the avenuea of aervtee to the
familiea of the church and the conununlty, the traiaiag of the c(mgre -
gation ia church loyalty aad the eaUbliahmeat of Chriatian character
ahould be for the purpoae of winning ethera to Chriat. The beat way
for a charch to grow ia to give ita miniatriea to a world for which
Chriat died ia order to wia them to Chriat and Hia Chureh.
Even though the long hours which will have to be spent by the
eoagregation in planning a new building and in soliciting the funds in
order that this building may become reality, may sometimes seem to
be far from a spiritual experleace, a well -planned building and financial
campaign can be a real means of spiritual growth. The new congregation
should be taught to expect that getting a new building started is a wonderfiti
experience aad elect to the buUding aad financial committees the most
spiritual of its members. Because of the complexity of any building
program and the permanency of its work, a competent architect should
help direct the chureh in its new adventure. As much as possible the
minister's time should be free to carry on his pastoral responsibilities
during the building campaign.
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N�w ehureh** tottey, a* e rule, are partially supported hy other
churehea or denominational programs established for assisting new
churches. It will not be long, as the new church progresses, however,
before the church will face the need of obtaining money in order to erect
ita first unit building or add to its outgrown facilities. As much of this
amoiEmt should be given by the members and friends of the chureh, a
well -planned and directed fund raising campaign can simplify the work
and help raise a greater amount of cash and pledges. If the project is
quite large, a professional fund-raiser may be hired to assist the church
in raising the funds. Since it is unusual for a church to raise the total
amount of the cost of the new building in cash and pledges, the balance
will iuive to be borrowed.
The most familiar means of borrowing money for churches is the
selling of bonds, borrowing from members and friends of the church,
and obtaining a loaa through a savings and loan agency or a bank.
Beginaiag churches in new suburban conomunities is hard work,
but it is Kingdom work. There are great rewards.
Because of the limitations of this study some questions have arisen
which could not be investigated. The first question is, What connection
is there between a church's theological and governmental beliefs and its
policies of church extension? The second question is one which should
bear some interesting results if investigated at this time of such great
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�mphasia npon �eam�aieity and thnt ia. Could evangolical groujpa o�
differing denonoinntiona work logotkor faarnnonioualy in comity agree -
mente In beginning naw churehea?
APPENDIX A.
Eaelos�d with a letter to many of the denominational Church
Extenaion Directors of America was this questionnaire, with the
�^l&nation that not all of the questions he answered but only those
which the person chose as most important.
QUESTIONNAIRE
The following are some of the questions relating to this study.
I. The Location of the New Church
Where should the church be located? How much land is desirable?
What about soning requirements? What are the best methods of pre
liminary survey? What canvassing procedures are most effective?
What percentage of good prospects found in tht survey would be ade
quate to consider starting a new church in the area? Would a large
percentage of certain racial or religious groups keep your denomination
ifrom considering that area as a new field for a ehureh? What social or
economic brackets are most responsive and the best upon which to build
a church? Would you move into a heavily churched area? How large of
an area would you consider to be adequate for a parish?
n. The Church Building
When starting a new church what is the best method to begin with in
relation to the physical place of meetiag? (That is: sUrt by building
a parsonage first; build both the parsonage and a portion of the perma
nent church building before there are any members; start with an
educational unit; begin by renting a public building; combine the
parsonage aad church into a single unit, or aay other plan. )
ni. The Church Program
What is your initial approach? (Teat meeting. Bible School* prayer
groups, etc. ) What age -group is best to build upon at first? (Children.
young people, young adults, middle age, etc.) What is your philosophy
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oi chureh memberehip: allow only the converted to membership,
or first let people Join the church, then attempt to obtain their
conversions? How large should the new church be before taking
into its program the starting of another church? How strong an emphasis
should be placed upon misaions at first? Will the chureh program grow
more rapidly if a 'Hnother church" is sponsoring the work, or will the
advance be quicker if the program is independent of any other local
church? Is the church program more effective with a large member
ship or would It be best to atay comparatively small and branch out
into other areas?
IV. Those Who Start the New Church
Is it more effective to begin a new church by sending an ordained
minister into the area, or is it advisable to let the new work at the
beginning be a layman's project? How dependent should the new
church be upon other churches of one's own denomination for
personnel? What qualifications should the minister of the new church
have? Is the age of the man any asset or detriment? How much
should the minister enter into the connmunity organisations?
V. The Support of the New Church
Should a financial appeal be made to the new connmunity (to those
not members)? How long should a new church rely on subsidy
from either the "mother church" or the Conference funds? How
many members should be able to support the program?
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